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Учебное пособие предназначено для студентов металлургических специальностей и 

имеет целью подготовить их к самостоятельной работе над научно-технической 

литературой на английском языке. 

Пособие состоит из трех разделов, охватывающих наиболее актуальные аспекты, 

связанные с теми областями науки и техники, с которыми специалист-металлург 

наиболее часто встречаются. Эти тексты предназначены для обучения различным 

видам профессионально-ориентированного чтения. Каждый раздел включает в себя 

упражнения, нацеленные на усвоение терминологии и совершенствование навыков 

устного общения.    
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Unit I 

Historical background 

Text № 1 

Stone age, Iron age, polymer age. 

There was a time when everything from arrowheads to armchairs was made from stones. 

Other features of those good old days were air conditioned sabre-toothed tiger steaks (if you 

caught him instead of the other way around). Fortunately, this age ended when someone 

discovered how to reduce iron oxide to metallic iron using coke (carbon) as the reducing 

agent. That all happened several thousand years ago, so the caveperson chemist who got the 

patent rights to the iron age wasn't educated at Hudders-field Polytechnic or the University of 

Bristol. 

This chemical discovery profoundly changed the way people lived. It led to all sorts of new 

products like swords and ploughshares and the inner-spring mattress. Can you imagine how 

those stone-ages would have reacted the first time they put on a suit of armour, or went up the 

Eiffel Tower, or took the train to Edinburgh? Well, brace yourself, because chemists Are at it 

again! This time, we're about to enter the Polymer Age. 

You may think you're already there, with your polyester shirt, polyethylene milk bottle, and 

polyvinylchloride suitcase. We walk on polypropylene carpets, sit on polystyrene furniture, 

ride on polyisoprene tyres and feed our personal computers a steady, diet of polyvinylacetate 

floppy disks. In just the last 40 years, the volume of polymers produced in the United 

Kingdom has grown 100-fold and, since 1980, actually exceeds the volume of iron produced. 

But the best is yet to come. The structural materials with which we have been building bridges 

since even before the Forth Bridge, and cars since the Model T, would seen to be the last 

stronghold of the iron age (pun intended). Would anyone dare to suggest that polymers could 

compete on this sacred ground? Well, no one - except, perhaps, chemists. 

Right now, there’s talk of an all-plastic car, and we already fly in commercial airlines with 

substantial structural elements made of composite polymers. 

One of these, poly (para-phenylene terephthalamide), has a tensile strength slightly higher 

than that of steel. But where this polymer really scores is in applications where the strength-

to-weight ratio matters a lot, as it does in airplanes. Even with its cumbersome name, this 

polymer has a strength-to-weight ratio six-fold higher than steel! To appreciate this 

advantage, you should know that a 1-pound reduction m the structural weight of an airplane 

reduces its take-off weight by 10 pounds (counting the fuel to lift the pound, and the fuel to 

lift the extra-fuel). No wonder this polymer, under the trade name of Kevlar, is used to build 



tail sections for the biggest airliners. Oh, and bullet-proof vests, too. 

So what about this all-plastic car? Of course, weight reduction is the name of the game in 

trying to build fuel-efficient cars. Already, there are driveshafts made of polymers 

strengthened with stiff fibres, and similar composites are used for leaf springs (oops, there 

goes the inner-spring mattress!). Right now, many cars contain about 500 pounds of plastics if 

you include the rubber, and paint, and sealants, and lubricants, and upholstery. 

But what about the engine and the electrical system? What will we do about these in this 

allegedly all-polymer car? I'm glad you asked. 

Notes to the text: 

sabre-toothed tiger - саблезубый тигр 

inner-spring mattress - пружинный матрац 

floppy disk - гибкий диск 

stronghold - оплот, цитадель 

tensile strength - прочность на растяжение 

cumbersome name - громоздкое название 

boolet-proof vest - пуленепроницаемый жилет 

take-off weight - взлетная масса 

driveshaft - ведущий вал, приводной вал 

stiff fibre - жесткое волокно 

sealant - материал для уплотнений 

lubricant - смазочный материал 

upholstery - обивочный материал. 

Ex.1  

For questions 1-7 choose the answer (a, b or c) which you think fits best according to the text. 

1   The main feature of the Stone Age was ... 

a.   air-conditioned caves 

b.  all the things from arrowheads to armchairs were made from stone 

с   sabre-toothed tigers. 

2. Stone Age ended when ... 

a.   people found gold 

b.  people discovered how to reduce iron oxide to metallic iron using coke  

с. the caveperson chemist got the patent right to the Iron Age. 

3. The chemical discovery ... 

a.   had remained unnoticed for many centuries 

b.  made people's life more complicated 



с profoundly changed the way people lived. 

4. Which of the following things seem to be the last stronghold of the Iron Age? 

a.   floppy disks 

b.  polypropylene carpets 

с the structural materials which bridges and cars are built with. 

5. Right now scientists are planning to develop ... 

a.   airliners with structural elements made of composite polymers 

b.  polystyrene furniture с all-plastic cars. 

6. Composite polymers ... 

a.   have a tensile strength slightly lower than that of steel 

b.  have a tensile strength slightly higher than that of steel с are as strong as steel. 

7. Composite polymers are especially important... 

a.   in airplanes 

b.   in cars 

c.   in building houses and bridges. 

 Ex.2 

Find words or expressions in the article which mean: characteristic or a quality; a weapon 

with a long pointed blade and a handle; the amount of space that an object contains or fills; to 

be more than a number or amount; to be brave enough to do smth. dangerous; to try to be 

more successful than others; to be important; difficult to pronounce; to understand how good 

or useful someone or something is; something that helps you to be better or more successful 

than others; the part of a machine that makes it work or move. 

 Ex.3                                                                            

1.   Give short characteristics of the following periods: Stone Age, iron 

Age, Polymer Age. 

2.   Prove that we live in the age of polymers. 

3.   Why are composite polymers so important in modern world. 

 

Text № 2 

From the History of Metals 

Read the text and find the answers to the following questions: 

1) How did the Romans use lead? 

2) What metal was called "black devil" in the middle Ages? 

3) What superstition (суеверие) exists nowadays about a horseshoe? 

The history of mankind can be divided into an Age of Stone and an Age of Metals (the 



Bronze Age and the Iron Age). 

The first metals used by primitive man must have been those that could bе found free in 

nature or in their native state. Gold is supposed to be the first metal used by man. Gold 

ornaments are found in ancient tombs in many parts of the world. Much of this early gold 

came from stream beds rather than from mines. From the time immemorial men have hunted 

gold. This early search for gold (gold hunting) became in later years more important to us 

than even gold itself has ever been, because it lead to the use of other metals. And that path, 

which was first made around the earth by gold seekers, was followed later on by the makers 

of copper, bronze, iron and steel tools. 

Copper came after gold. It was followed by tin, lead, silver and iron. Copper and tin were 

melted together to make bronze. 

The Romans prized silver more than gold. They used silver in many ways. They made 

cloth woven of silver thread1).They are known to have covered their war machines with it. 

Silver was also used for making ornaments, money, mirrors and table ware2). 

Lead, probably, followed silver as a useful metal. Sometimes it was mixed with bronze. 

The more common use of lead was for roofs, pipes and paints» In Babylon the roofs of the 

terraces that formed the Hanging gardens were made of lead. In Rome it was very common 

for making roofs, gutters (водосточный желоб) and water-pipes. 

Cobalt was known too in the ancient world, and it was used for making paints. But people 

were afraid of it, as they were afraid of mercury. Even as late as the Middle Ages 

cobalt was looked upon as an "evil" metal. And its name means "black devil". 

Nickel was known in Greece and India, but it did not come into general use until the 16th 

century. 

There are all sorts of legends about the discovery of iron. Most of them tell of a great fire 

having burned a forest on a mountainside. The fire was terribly hot. It was so hot that the ore 

in the earth melted and ran out in streams. Some tales place the mountain in Spain, others say-

that it was somewhere in the Caucasus. 

Curiously enough, iron was not welcomed into the bronze-using world,  the ancients 

having thought it was a thing  of  evil,  a  thing  that  might  do  hare  and  bring misfortune. 

Many superstitions grew about iron. The Romans believed; for instance, that if you draw three 

circles in the air around anyone and three on the ground with a bit of iron, that person would 

be bewitched (заколдован). 

But they also believed that an Iron mail taken from a grave and driven into a door, would keep 

the evil off. In spite of the fact that they were generally afraid of iron, they used it la different 

ways. For example, their wedding rings were made of iron. They used it in drugs, because 



they thought that iron could cure diseases, the Chinese still using iron needles to prick the skin 

of a sick person. 

Nowadays there is a superstition among people about horseshoes. They believe that a 

horseshoe may bring good luck or bad luck depending upon how you find it. And this 

superstition comes from the fact that horseshoes are made of iron. 

Iron was known long before it came into general use 6000 years ago ancient Egyptians 

made ornaments and tools from it. The Aztecs when first known to Europeans had very little 

iron, but what they did have, was prized above gold, not only because of its superior 

properties, but also because of its "heavenly" origin. Iron of that period was rarer than Gold 

because wan could find it only in meteorites. 

Iron we called "Metal of Heaven" in some religious texts (about 3500 B.C.). In the 

primitive picture writing of Babylonia iron was denote by characters:  "heaven" and "stone". 

In many parts of the world there is evidence of the wide use of meteoritic iron in the 

manufacture of early tools and implements. They are easily identifiable because the iron in 

meteors averages about 7% nickel and also exhibits the peculiar crystalline structure. Later 

on man learned to smelt iron from its ores. 

Notes: 

1) … woven of silver threads – сотканная из серебряных нитей; 

2) … table ware – столовые приборы (столовое "серебро"). 

 

Text № 3 

I. Read the text (time limit 10 min.) and give it a title. 

II. Find in the text answers to the following questions:  

1. Where was the first serious suggestion for botanical prospecting made?  

2. What elements have been searched for by botanical prospecting?     

One day in the summer of 1959 geologist Helen Cannon was returning to the camp after 

a day's field work on the Colorado Plateau, USA. Stopping to rest a moment, she let her 

horse eat some grass growing along the road. Shortly afterward the animal died. Curious 

Miss Cannon collected some of the grass and asked to analyze it. It was found to be rich in 

selenium, a highly poisonous metallic element. Miss Cannon had learned what killed her 

horse. But a more important discovery resulted, for she knew that selenium usually occurs 

with uranium ore. And so a valuable deposit of uranium was found near the spot where the 

grass had grown. This method of finding uranium is not recommended. For one thing it is 

chancy, for another hard on animals. But the incident shows that mineral deposits can be 

found by using plants as prospecting aids. 



This use of plants in searching for minerals is called botanical prospecting. It can be done 

by any of three methods. 

First, analyse the chemical composition of plants to find-key minerals. Second, map the 

distribution of particular specie's of plants. - called indicator plants - that grow only in soil 

that is rich in this or that mineral. And third, note changes that certain soil minerals cause in 

the size or shape of plants. 

If the soil in a given area is very rich in a particular mineral we can hope that the mineral 

occurs in an ore body nearby. Why not just analyze the soil then? Indeed, soil sampling is 

common method of prospecting. But it is a hit-or-miss method, A single sample may be 

completely unrepresentative of the soil over a wide area. 

A plant, on the other hand, sends roots down into the soil. It absorbs minerals from a 

large volume of ground. How? Water in the ground contains mineral's in solution. The dis-

solved minerals become concentrated in the plant. 

The first serious suggestion for botanical prospecting was made by a Russian scientist 

S.M.Tkalich in 1938. Tkalich described his use of both indicator plants and plant analysis in 

searching for deposits of the iron-containing minerals Eastern Siberia. He found that veins of 

the ore could: be traced by the iron content of grasses growing above them. 

Today in the Soviet Union all major geological expeditions are accompanied by a 

geobotanist - a man trained in both geology and botany, the science of plants. Botanic 

prospecting has been used there in the search for deposits of boron, nickel, cobalt, copper, 

iron, chromium and molybdenum. The use of indicator plants is the simplest botanical      

prospecting method. No chemical analysis is necessary. Nor a detailed knowledge needed of 

how various minerals affect the size or shape of plants. Where indicator plants are  present, a 

prospector needs only draw a map of their distribution to find possible mineral-rich areas.    

Since the time when Helen Cannon's horse died from eating selenium-containing grass 

the United States government too had begun a number of botanical prospecting studies. 

Scientists are beginning to realize that this technique could open up to prospectors large 

areas of the world - now hidden beneath forests or tropical jungles. 

 

Text № 4.    

 Read and translate in written form without using a dictionary (time limit 30 min.) 

About forty centuries ago man learned to reduce iron from the ore. This may have happened 

in Egypt or Mesopotamia.  Iron reduction was relatively simple, owing to the fact that the 

smelting of the iron ore does not involve the complete fusion of the metal, it being obtained in 

the form of a spongy mass or "bloom" (from the Anglo-Saxon "blooma", meaning a lump). 



Although iron becomes soft and agglomerates at about 700 °C a complete fusion does not take 

place until a temperature of 1530°C is reached. This simple fact was of the greatest 

importance to the early metallurgists because they could collect the malleable a pieces or 

lumps that were reduced from the ores and weld them together by hammering or forging. This 

was the only method by which large pieces of iron could be produced by primitive races. 

The famous Delhi Pillar (колонна) of India is a tribute to the early (A.D.300) metallurgists 

for this shaft (24 feet high, 12,5 in. in diameter at its upper end and 16.5 in. at the lower, 

weighing about 6 tons) is not a casting but a huge forging. It was built up by welding together 

discs of iron (the marks of welding are still visible) thus has the wrought iron withstood 1600 

years. The iron thus produced was soft and for a long time was used as such until it was 

discovered that it could be hardened by heating and sudden cooling in water. The delay in 

making this discovery may have been brought about by the fact that primitive man had 

formerly worked only with copper, which is hardened by hammering (cold work) but softened 

by heating and cooling in water. 

 

Text    № 5 

Who discovered oxygen? 

None of the chemical elements played such an important role in the development of 

chemistry as oxygen. First of all oxygen overturned the phlogiston theory. This fact made it 

possible to consider various processes both in nature and in the laboratory from a right 

standpoint. 

Who is the discoverer of oxygen? Oxygen was discovered, three times, by three chemists. 

They were J. Priestley and C. Scheele who discovered oxygen independent from each 

other. Scheele was the first to detect oxygen but Priestley published his report about the 

obtained new gas first. 

There is a remarkable monument in the English town of Leeds. The grateful countrymen 

put up this bronze monument to the memory of J.Priestly, the world known English chemist. 

This monument shows Priestley at the moment when he is carrying on his famous experiment. 

He is holding a lens in his right hand and a small vessel in his left hand. He is looking at his 

tools attentively. He is waiting for the results with great interest. 

After the discovery of oxygen Priestley left for Paris where he told Lavoisier and some 

other French scientists about his experiments. Lavoisier at once understood the importance of 

the experiments of his English colleague and he himself soon began to carry on new 

experiments with red mercury oxide. He examined the unknown gas and described its 



properties; He came to the conclusion: air is a mixture of gases with different properties. 

After that he investigated the process of combustion. It was Lavoisier who examined the 

role of oxygen in the combustion. So we can say it was Lavoisier who really discovered 

oxygen. It was he who gave the new gas the name "oxygen" /producing acid/. 

What makes the history of the discovery of oxygen interesting is that the process was not a 

single event. Several adages were passed: from an observation of oxygen to an understanding 

of its nature as a gaseous element. The discovery of oxygen was not made by one man. Engels 

wrote: «Priestley and Scheele had produced oxygen without knowing what they had laid their 

hands on. And although Lavoisier did not produce oxygen independently of the other two, he 

nevertheless is the real discoverer of oxygen vis-a-vis the others who had only produced it 

without knowing what they had produced» 

 

TEXT 6. 

Read the text and tell about one of the scientist. 

A 

The history of Russian metallurgy is closely linked with the names of P. P. Anosov, P. M. 

Obukhov, and D. K. Tshernov, each of them having contributed to the development of steel 

production and processing. 

   P. P. Anosov (1.797—1851) lived and worked in the Urals, his most important invest 

igatfons and inventions being closely linked with steel production. Having investigated the 

behaviour of steel under heat treatment he wrote a paper describing the hardening of steel in 

dense air. Interested in the production of cast steel, he went on experimenting I and proved the 

possibility of making crucibles for steel production at any place in Russia. 

   The possibility of making crucibles in Russia was of paramount practical importance, 

steel producers having been obliged to pay 15 times the rate for the crucibles made in 

England. First, crucible steel was produced and rolled into sheets at the Zlatoust works in the 

Urals, the quality of rolled sheet winning recognition everywhere. 

P. P. Anosov continued making numerous experiments aimed at investigating the effects of 

various alloying elements on the properties of steel. Thorough investigations having been 

completed, P. P. Anosov developed a method for the production of special steel which 

combined the properties of great toughness and duct i l i t y with extreme hardness, thus 

ini t i at ing  the production of high-quality steel. We also know of Anosov's having devoted 

great attention to the physical structure and chemical composition of steel and also of his 

having used the microscope for the investigation of the structure of metal, this method being 



then qui te  novel. 

Microscopic examination of metals being a success, investigators have made it the basis of 

modern metallurgy. 

В 

Another metallurgist of the time, P. M. Obukhov, working as superintendent at one of the 

large works in the Urals, introduced a new method for the production of steel guns, this 

method of gun fabrication being adopted during the Crimean war to supply the Russian army 

with high-quality guns. Wishing to get sure that the steel intended for the production of guns 

was tough and ducti le  enough, P. M. Obukhov subjected it to a severe tensile test by 

bending a gun barrel into a ring, the test being conducted without preliminary heating the 

barrel. Obukhov's method intended for the production of special high-quality steel consisted 

in decarbonizing cast iron with iron oxide. While investigating the influence of various 

additions on the properties of steel, Obukhov came to a conclusion that its properties, 

especially toughness, are dependent not only on the uniform distribution of carbon in steel 

but also on various impurities such as titanium, aluminium, etc. 

In 1862 the reliabil i ty of Obukhov's steel guns was highly appreciated at the World 

Exhibition in London, a single gun having withstood 4,000 shots without any evidence of 

failure. 

Obukhov's method having been approved of, he s tarted bui ld ing  up a steel works in 

Petrograd, th i s  works being known as the Obukhov Works. 

С 

P. P. Anosov and P. M. Obukhov's investigations served as a s tar t ing point for further 

developments made by another outstanding metallurgist, D. K. Tshernov (1839—1921), who 

started working at the Obukhov Works in  1866. 

It was the period of most intensive developments in steel-making, the .then new Bessemer 

and open-hearth processes for mass production of steel being introduced in al l  countries. The 

first task set before the then young engineer D. K. Tshernov was to find out what caused frac-

tures in steel castings produced by the newly adopted methods, gun barrels produced from 

Bessemer, steel often failing during tests. There being no effective methods for evaluating the 

quality of steel, Tshernov had to conduct numerous experiments with various kinds of steel 

heat    

treated under different conditions. These experiments were aimed at finding out what was 

causing failures in the castings intended for gun barrels, the latter requiring extreme 

rel iabi l i ty.  Soon he noticed specific Transformations taking place in steel at specific 



temperatures, the l a t te r  causing changes both in the structure and properties of the steel 

under investigation. Tshernov tailed those specific temperatures critical and shortly 

afterwards they became universally known as Tshernov's critical points. Tshernov's critical  

points provided a reliable means for Helermining the temperature of hardening, thus laying 

the foundation for a new science — physical metallurgy. 

It is worth while mentioning that D. K. Tshernov's interests were not confined to 

metallurgical studies alone. Being a good musician himself and being interested in musical 

instruments, he made, with his own hands, several violins, having studied the dependence of 

sound upon the arrangement of fibres in the wood a violin is made of. Metallurgy taking 

most of his time, he was greatly interested in botany, mathematics, astronomy and aircraft 

construction, as well. 

 

Unit II 

Metals 

Text № 1  

Ferrous metals 

Ferrous metals consist of iron combined with carbon, silicon, phosphorus and other 

elements. Carbon is the most important of the elements present in ferrous alloys. Ferrous 

metal are used in industry in two general forms; steel and cast iron, which differ in the 

quantity of carbon content. These two ferrous alloys are derived from pig iron which is 

produced in a blast furnace in the from of pigs. Metals are usually melted and poured into 

a from which is called a "mould". This process is known as casting. The cast metal is shaped 

in the mould where it cools and solidifies. Thus one can cast different objects known as 

castings. The shop where metals are cast is called a "foundry". Castings are used in 

building engines, automobiles and airplanes, and different types of machinery. Steel is iron 

with a very little carbon content (from 0.05 to 1.7 per cent), which makes it much stronger than 

iron and is therefore widely used in machine-building. But very much carbon makes steel 

brittle, which reduces its strength. Therefore the carbon content in steel is confined to certain 

limits. Cast iron contains a higher percentage of carbon than steel does (more than 2.0 per 

cent). It is very cheap, in fact, it is the cheapest of all the engineering metals used in 

machine-building. Grey iron foundries are the most numerous because grey iron can be cast 

into almost any conceivable shape and size. Grey iron is also adapted to a great variety of 

castings, such as automobile, gas, steam and hydraulic engine cylinders, bed plates for 

machines, car wheels, agricultural machinery parts, furnace and stove parts, water pipes, 



gears, and general machinery parts. The nature of the metal used for grey iron castings is such 

than castings can be made so hard than ordinary tool steel will not cut them or, on the other 

hand, so soft that they can be readily machined. However, in comparison with other casting 

metals grey iron is weak and will not stand great shock. Hence, the engineer must allow a 

large factor of safety1) when specifying the use of grey iron castings, especially where great 

strength is required, or specify that the castings must be made from some other metal. The 

alloy of grey castings is composed of iron, carbon, silicon, phosphorus, manganese and 

sulphur. These elements are used in different proportions depending on the grade of 

castings. 

Alloy Grey Iron. In many lines of manufacture and engineering, common grey iron 

castings have lacked in strength and wearing qualities, so that many experiments have been 

with a view to overcome this shortcoming. This has been accomplished, and the alloy is 

known as alloy grey iron, which is easy to machine because most of the carbon present is in 

free or uncombined state. It is used much2), if not entirely, for making steam- and gas-engine 

cylinders also for many other castings that require greater strength and wearing qualities than 

are furnished by common grey iron. Alloy grey iron is one of the latest alloys developed and 

has a promising future. It has a tensile strength of 40,000 to 60,000 lbs per square inch3) as it 

comes from the mould, and when it is heat-treated a much greater strength is produced. 

Malleable iron castings are being increasingly used every year in the manufacture of 

machinery. 

Many castings that were formerly made of grey cast iron are now made of malleable iron. 

One of the reasons for using malleable iron is much stronger than grey iron castings, 

particularly in the matter of 4) resisting shock. Malleable iron castings can be made much 

thinner in section. However, they are seldom used in the form they come from the molds, as 

they are hard and brittle, and therefore they should be annealed. Malleable iron before 

annealing is usually spoken of as white iron. White iron is difficult to machine because most 

of the carbon present is in chemical combination with the iron. Malleable iron can be cast into 

very large bodies on account of its high shrinkage and because of the difficulty of annealing.  

It is the most easily machined of all ferrous alloys. It has to be melted very rapidly, because it 

solidifies quickly. Malleable iron castings are used in agricultural machinery, railroad 

equipment, automobile parts, and many others products. 

The metal is usually tested for tensile strength and elongation. The tensile strength from 

38,000 to 55,000 lbs per square inch and the elongation is usually about 20 to 25 per cent. 

Notes: 

1) a large factor of safety – большой коэффициент безопасности; 



2) it is used much - он широко используется; 

3) lbs per square inch - фунт на квадратный дюйм; 

4) in the matter of - в отношении. 

Ex. 

1. Use the following words and phrases in sentences of your own. 

ferrous metal, steel, cast iron, mould, alloy, pig iron, blast furnace, grey iron, to solidify, 

foundry, to cast, engineering metals, tool steel, to machine, alloy grey iron, to furnish, 

malleable iron, to anneal, tensile strength, nonferrous metals, on account of, grade, to 

elongate, range, shop. 

2. Answer the following questions. 

a) What are the main two groups of metals? 

b) What elements do ferrous metals consist of? 

c) What is the difference between iron and steel? 

d) What is casting?  

e) What do we call the shop where metals are cast? 

f) Why steel widely used in machine-building? 

g) What are the main types of iron castings? 

3. Fill in the blanks with prepositions because of, of, for, in, with: 

a) Metals are ... great importance ... our life ... their useful properties. 

b) They are widely used ... industrial purposes. 

c) There are two large groups ... metals: simple metals and alloys. 

d) Alloys consist... a simple metal combined ... some, other elements. 

e) Almost all the metals are found ... the earth's crust... the form ... ores. 

4. Find in the text nouns for the following verbs: 

to cast, to- alloy, to anneal, to compare, to manufacture, to machine, to equip, to produce. 

5. Make up questions to the following sentences: 

a) Many experiments have been conducted to improve the qualities of grey iron castings. 

b) Some castings require great strength and wearing qualities. 

c) Malleable iron castings are much stronger than grey iron casings. 

d) Malleable iron cast be into very large bodies. 

e) Metal are usually tested for tensile strength and elongation. 

6. Translate the following text without using a dictionary: 

a) Production of castings made from different metals requires different types of furnaces. 

b) The cupola furnace is usually used for melting grey iron. 

c) The air cupola, and electric furnaces are used to melt for making malleable iron castings. 



d) For melting steel, the open-hearth, crucible or electric furnaces are used.  

e) Non-ferrous metals are generally melted in crucibles or electric furnaces. 

f) The fuels mostly used for melting metals are coke, coal, oil and gas. 

g) Besides the different types of furnaces, different kinds of moulding sand are also required for 

making the moulds for different metals. 

h) In many cases, it is necessary as well to treat either the metals or the castings in some 

special way before the castings can be used. 

 

Text № 2 

Steel 

Steel is a ferrous material with some carbon content. There are two kinds of steel: carbon 

and alloy steel. The content of carbon in steel may vary from 0.1 to 1.0 per cent. Carbon steel 

should contain only iron and carbon without any other alloying elements and is divided into: 

1) Machine steel with a low carbon content from 0.05 to 0.15 per cent. 2) Medium carbon 

steel with a carbon content from 0.15 to 0.60 per cent. 3) Tool steel with a high carbon 

content from 0.6 to 1.50 per cent. Carbon steels are the most common steels used in industry, 

their properties depending only on the percentage of carbon they contain. Machine steels are 

very soft and can be used for making machine parts that do not need strength. Medium 

carbon steels are better grade and stronger than machine steels. Tool steel may be used for 

manufacturing tools and working parts of machines because of its high strength and hardness. 

Alloy steels are those in which in addition to carbon an alloying element is present in 

some appreciable quantity. They are divided into special alloy steels and high-speed steels 

which, in turn, are called "self-hardening steels". Alloying elements of these steels-are: 

nickel, chromium, manganese, molybdenum, tungsten, vanadium, etc. These alloying 

elements have definite effect on the characteristic of the steel; nickel increases its strength 

and hardness; a high percentage of chromium makes steel rust-resistant and in this case it is 

called "stainless steel". The addition of some tungsten and molybdenum gives heat-

resistant steel. Vanadium makes steel corrosion, shock and vibration-resistant. The sand 

used for making moulds for steel castings differs greatly from that used in other branches of 

moulding. It must be much more refractory and open grained1), because the metal is poured 

at an extremely high temperature and solidifies very rapidly. It the sand is not refractory 

enough, it will fuse with the metal. The sand being not open grained, the gases will not 

escape from the mould rapidly enough, and blowholes will be formed in the casting. 

Many good steel casting are obtained with green sand moulds. Sand moulds are made by 



shaping the moulding sand around a pattern which is to have the same shape as be mixed 

with water in a certain proportion. Many of the smaller steel castings are used as they come 

from the moulds, but most of the larger ones have to be annealed to relieve the cooling 

stains formed when the metal solidifies. Steel can be used for a great variety of casting, and 

it can be cast into very large bodies. 

Cast steel parts enter into the make-up2) of railroad equipment, agricultural machinery, 

and many other product where great strength is required. The tensile strength of steel 

castings is from 55,000 to 70,000 lbs. per square inch. Alloy steel castings are coming into 

more general use with each year, and they are influencing the manufacturing methods. It has 

been found possible to cast with this alloy some shapes that formerly were-necessarily made 

in other ways. It is used in castings where the greatest strength is needed. Much research is 

being done to improve not only its strength, but also its wearing qualities. 

Castings are now produced that have a tensile strength from 70,000 to 150,000 lbs. per 

square inch, the strength depending upon the composition of the alloy and the method of 

heat treatment. 

Notes: 

1) It must be much more refractory and open grained - он должен быть еще более 

огнестойким и крупнозернистым; 

2) make-up – состав. 

Ex. 

1. Use the following words and phrases in sentences of your own. 

to rust, alloying elements, to resist, to escape, stainless steel, carbon steel, machine steel, 

alloy steel, to fuse, corrosion, refractory, rust-resistant steel, heat-resistant steel, green sand 

moulds, pattern, strain. 

2. Answer the following questions: 

a) What is steel? 

b) What are the main types of steel depending on the carbon content? 

c) What steels are most widely used in industry? 

d) What manufacturing purposes may tool steel be used for? 

e) What is alloy steel? 

f) What alloying elements can change the properties of alloy steel? 

g) What sand is used for making steel castings? 

h) Why must the pattern be a little larger than the casting which is to be produced? 

i) What does the tensile strength of steel depend on? 

3. Find in the text verbs for the following nouns: 



division, casting, difference, fusion, solidification, improvement, requirement, production. 

4. Underline the suffixes and translate into Russian the following groups of words: 

strong, strength; addition; appreciable, appreciation; define, definite, definition; 

form, formation, former, formerly; vibrate, vibration, vibrator, vibratory. 

5. Read and translate the following text without using a dictionary: 

Converter steel is made from molten pig iron by forcing a blast of cold air under great 

pressure through the metal .The converter represents a large tank made of steel and 

covered with refractory bricks with an open top through which the molten metal is poured 

into the converter and out of it. When forcing the blast of cold air through the melted 

metal, the oxygen contained in the air combines with the carbon of the pig iron, and 

almost all the carbon in the metal is burned out. Steel made by this method is very  

cheap, but it is low grade steel because this method of producing steel cannot be well 

controlled. 

6. On the basis of the text make up three questions and answer them. 

Text  3 

The lazy assistant 

It is known that carbon steel becomes stronger when heated to a high temperature and cooled 

in water namely by heat treating. But what about aluminium? 

Is it possible to treat it in the same way? 

The German metallurgist Wilm was looking for additions that could improve the strength of 

aluminium. In his opinion the best alloys were those which consist of five parts copper, one 

part manganese, and one part magnesium in a hundred. The bars of this alloy had the tensile 

strength of 20 kilograms per square millimetre. 

"But that is not all that the new alloy can give" - Wilm thought. 

He took several bars of the alloy, heated them to about 600° C and quenched them in water. 

He was eager to learn whether this treatment would affect the aluminium alloy in the same 

way as steel. When he put the bars in the testing machine they showed the tensile strength of 

25 kilograms per square millimetre. That was an improvement of twenty-five per cent. 

Wilm worked hard. He continued carrying on his experiments but he couldn't obtain the 

required results. The tensile strength didn't increase.       

One day Wilm being very tired and upset after his experiments asked his assistant to 

examine the heat-treated bars. Then he left the laboratory. 

It was Saturday. The weather was lovely out doors and the assistant decided to have a rest 

and to finish his work next week.        



In several days the investigator and his assistant returned to the laboratory. They' took the 

bars lying on the table and tested them.  

Something strange had happened: the first bar was almost twice as strong as the bar tested a 

week ago. The second bar stood up to 42 and the third one to 41 kilograms. There could be no 

mistake.    This how a very interesting phenomenon was discovered -the aging of aluminium 

alloys after quenching. 

Since then scientists have investigated the phenomenon from all side. Today we know that 

aluminium  alloy with copper, nickel, magnesium and some other metals increases in strength 

during several days after quenching. 

If we keep it at ordinary temperature its hardness and tensile strength reach a maximum 

only five or six days after quenching. 

 

Text 4.  

Translate the text in written form. 

FROM IRON ОRE ТО FINISНED SТЕЕL. 

Steel`s basic raw materia1 is known to bе iron оrе, genera11у an oxide mixed with varying 

amounts of impurities. Тhe ore is usually transported from open-pit mines to the steel works. 

Here it is dumped, along with coke and limestone, into tall blast furnaces where it is reduced 

to basic iron. Тhe mixture goes down the furnace stack, the mo1ten iron being tapped from 

the bаse оf the furnace. This mo1ten iron is usua11у found to contain about 4 %  carbon and 

perhaps up to 1 %  phosphorous, si1icon and sulphur, а composition too britt1e for most uses. 

Тhe iron must be refined further in а steel-making process. For usable stee1, impurities in 

molten iron are reduced to specified percentages; for specia1 steels, alloying elements being 

added  as wel1. Large lad1es оf molten iron go to the steelmaking shop. There the liquid оrе 

is purified bу oxidizing in either орen hearth оr Кa1dо steelmaking processes. Scrap stee1; 

from various ro11ig processes is melted in аn electric аrс furnace. Тhе steel produced bу each 

оf these processed is brought to а specified composition and temperature, then the furnaces 

аге tapped and the molten steel dumped into huge ingot molds where pasts, weighing about 

five tons eaсh, аrе made. Тhe molds аrе transfered to the primary rolling mill where they аrе 

reheated in furnaces known аs soaking pits. Then the ingots аrе passеd back and forth, about 

17  times, through а rolling mill. Square steel rods, called "blooms" or rectangularshaped 

"slabs" аrе produced. After cutting , inspection and surface treatment the billets аrе 

transferred to finishing mills and turned into plates, rods, bars.  

 



Text 5 

Non – ferrous metals 

Non-ferrous metals are more expensive than ferrous metals and are used only when some 

characteristic not possessed by iron or steel is essential or desirable in application. These 

characteristics are: high electrical and thermal conductivity, high corrosion resistance, non-

magnetic qualities, light weight, etc. 

The metals most frequently used to make non-ferrous metal castings are copper, tin, zinc, 

lead, nickel, gold and aluminum. Some of the basic non-ferrous metals and their 

characteristics are described below. 

Copper is a reddish-brown, tough metal. It has very high electric, conductivity and high 

corrosion-resistant qualities. Copper is used for making electrical contacts and wires, pipes 

telephone cables, tanks, water heaters, etc. 

Zinc is a hard brittle, bluish-white metal that is employed in the pure form as sheet zinc. 

Lead is a very heavy bluish-grey metal which is very soft. This metal is highly resistant to 

corrosion, but its strength is so low that it must be supported by a core of some other metal. 

Lead is used for lining pipes, acid tanks and coating electrical cables. 

Aluminum is a soft, silvery white metal. It is light in weight, has high corrosion-resistant 

qualities and is used for automobile and airplane parts as well as for making different light -

weight objects used in everyday life such as: frames, cooking utensils, chairs, etc. 

Tin is a silvery, corrosion-resistant metal. Tin is hardly used in pure form, but is 

employed as an alloying element. 

Nickel is a hard, tough, silvery metal. It has high corrosion-resistant qualities and is used 

for plating other metals such as iron or brass. 

There are many applications of non-ferrous metals in the unalloyed state, but in most 

cases, some alloying element is added. 

The above-mentioned non-ferrous metals may be mixed in various proportions to form 

many alloys, chief among them being brasses, bronzes, and aluminum alloys. There is a wide 

range of use for non-ferrous alloys. Their nature differs greatly from that of the ferrous group. 

By varying the proportions of non-ferrous metals, alloys that are hard or soft, weak or 

strong, can be produced. When alloying, the metal with the highest melting point should be 

melted first, then the one with the next highest melting point, and so on until all of the metals 

that are to make up the alloy are melted together. For example, to make a red-brass alloy, the 

copper is melted first, then the zinc, then the lead, and at last the tin. As soon as the mixture is 

hot enough to run the castings, it should be taken out of the furnace, otherwise the zinc, tin 

and lead may burn away. 



Brasses are yellowish or reddish alloys or copper and zinc in different proportions (about 60 

per cent copper and 40 per cent zinc, but some brasses contain as high as 90 per cent-copper 

with only 10 per cent zinc). An addition of tin makes brasses stronger. Brasses are very 

ductile and may be treated without hearting them. They are corrosion-resistant and are used for 

making musical instrument, bearings, etc. 

Bronze is an alloy containing primarily copper and tin, but other elements may be added to 

the alloy to increase its properties such as hardness and resistance to wear. The most common 

bronze are known as straight bronze, phosphor bronze. Straight bronze is usually a mixture 

of copper and tin, but there are many bronzes that contain zinc and lead, especially the 

cheap mixtures. Phosphor bronze may be made by adding a little phosphorus to the 

mixture. If phosphor tin is used and alloyed- with the copper, better results will be 

obtained than if the phosphorus is mixed with the copper. Manganese bronze alloys are 

usually made by using both copper that contains from 5 to 15 per cent of manganese. 

Aluminum Alloys. Aluminum is used extensively for castings that are to be light in 

weight, light in colour, or that must not rust. Since aluminum is too soft for making castings, it 

is necessary to mix some other metals with it. The metals that alloy freely with aluminum 

are сорper, zinc, and iron. Usually, where aluminum alloys are made, the aluminum 

predominates. 

All non-ferrous castings will take a high polish and will not rust so easily as the ferrous 

metals, a characteristic that makes them especially useful in wet or damp places. Non-ferrous 

metals are rather expensive and therefore nowadays scientists try to replace them with some 

ferrous alloys of lower cost possessing the same properties. 

Ex. 

1. Use the following words and phrases in sentences of your own: 

thermal, mixture, copper, coating, non-magnetic quality, tin, sheet zinc, lining, to 

support, lead, core, brass, bronze. 

2. Retell the text giving answers to the following questions: 

1) What ferrous metals do you know? 2) What are the main characteristics of non-ferrous 

metals? 3) What are the properties of copper and what is it used for? 4) What do you know 

about lead? 5) What purposes is aluminum used for? 6) What are the properties of other non-

ferrous metals? 7) What metals are used for producing non-ferrous castings? 8) What do you 

know about brasses? 9) What do you know about bronzes? 10) What are the main properties 

of non-ferrous castings? 11) Why are attempts made to replace non-ferrous metals by ferrous 

ones? 3. Translate the following sentences into Russian: 

1) Some metals have to be melted at very high temperatures. 2) To make non-ferrous castings, 



such metals as zinc, lead, aluminum and others are melted together.  3) To line pipes and 

electrical cables such metal as lead is used. 4) One must add some tin to make brasses 

stronger. 5) Very few objects are made of pure tin, but it is used to make bronze, babbit, 

and other alloy metals. 6) Nickel is used for covering iron and brasses to make them look 

better. 7) Nickel does not rust and can be polished to a very bright, silvery finish. 8) To 

increase hardness and strength of cast copper some cold-working operations are performed. 

4. Underline the suffixes and prefixes and translate into Russian the following groups of 

words of the same stem: 

to conduct, conductor, conductivity; red, reddish; silver, silvery; to possess, possessive, 

possession; to plate, plating; to alloy, alloying; to resist, resistance, resistant; strong, strength, 

to strengthen; hard, hardness, to harden, hardening; pure, impure, purity, impurity, to purify, 

purification. 

5. Make up as many questions as possible on the basis of the following sentences: 

1) Copper is used for making electrical contacts and wires because of its high electrical 

conductivity. 2) Aluminum possesses high corrosion-resistant qualities. 3) Non-ferrous 

castings differ greatly from ferrous ones. 4) Aluminum is extensively used for castings that are 

to be light in weight. 

6. Translate the following text in written form without using a dictionary. 

Non-ferrous metals 

The metals most frequently used to make non-ferrous castings are copper, tin, zinc, lead, 

and aluminum. These non-ferrous metals have better resistance to corrosion than steel and 

they arе usually easier cast and worked. There are many applications of non-ferrous metals 

and only few manufactures or machines are made that do not require the service of some or 

other non-ferrous component. For most purposes the pure non-ferrous metals are too soft 

and other alloying elements have to be added to create particular physical  properties as 

required by each application. For this purpose non-ferrous metals are mixed in various 

proportion to form different alloys, such as brasses, bronzes and aluminum alloys, which 

can be strong, weak, hard or soft. Their cost is considerably greater than that of carbon steel 

but less than of some of the alloy steel. 

 

Text 6 

Read the text to receive more information on the discovery of aluminium. Find the answer: 

1. Was H. Oersted a chemist or a physicist. 

2. Read and translate the passage about Oersted’s experiment which led to the discover of 

aluminium. 



3. Why did the news of Oersted’s achievement remain unknown for many years? 

H. OERSTED'S ACHIEVEMENT 

The first to obtain metallic aluminium was the Danish scientist H. Oersted known in history 

as a physicist rather than as a chemist.     

Oersted investigated the electrical current and its properties. He discovered the induction of 

the magnetic field of an electric current. But the preparation of pure aluminium showed that 

he was a very good chemist too.       

While heating a mixture of alumina with charcoal . Oersted passed chlorine through it; as a 

result he obtained anhydrous aluminium chloride. Then the scientist heated the new 

compound with potassium amalgam and so amalgam of aluminium was obtained for the first 

time. 

As soon as Oersted distilled off the mercury, he discovered pieces of metal  which looked 

like tin. The product contained impurities but nevertheless this was the birth of metallic 

aluminium. 

Oersted published an article in a Danish journal which was not well known and therefore 

the news of Oersted's achievement remained unknown for many years. 

Do you now that: 

A 

The three metals copper, silver and gold comprise group Ib of the Periodic Table. These 

metals all form compounds representing oxidation state +1, as do the alkali metals but in 

addition to this they show very little similarity in properties to the alkali metals. 

The alkali metals are very soft and light, and very reactive chemically whereas the metals of 

the copper group are much harder and heavier and are rather inert, sufficiently so to occur in 

the free state in nature, and to be easily obtainable by reducing their compounds, sometimes 

by heating. 

 Group IIb of the Periodic Table includes two very important elements, zinc and mercury, 

and one element, cadmium, which has found more limited use. The chemistry of these metals 

is simple. Zinc forms only one-series of compounds. The compounds of cadmium are closely 

similar to those of zinc. Mercury forms two series of compounds. The elements of group IIIb, 

gallium, indium, and thallium are important. 

The elements of group IVb are germanium, tin and lead. Germanium is intermediate in its 

properties between silicon and tin. It has recently become important as an essential constituent 

of the transistor. Tin and lead are very important metals. They are easily extracted from their 

ores, an have been known since ancient times. The metals themselves and then alloys have 

many uses. 



Ex.1 

1. Describe properties of the metals of Ib, IIb, IIIb and IVb groups. 

 

B 

Zinc coatings are one of the best methods for the protection of steelwork against corrosion. 

There are two reasons for this, the first being that zinc is itself resistant to normal atmospheric 

corrosion — instances have been recorded where zinc roofing sheet has given service for over 

100 years. In most atmospheric conditions the rate of attack on zinc is only 3-10 per cent that 

on steel, and this is due mainly to the grey impermeable film which forms over surface of the 

metal exposed to air. This resists further attack, although in industrial atmospheres containing 

sulphur dioxide the film is less stable because it consists largely of basic zinc carbonate which 

reacts with the sulphurous acid. Thus, a coating of metallic zinc on steelwork forms a durable 

barrier affording considerable protection under normal conditions. The second reason arises 

from the fact that zinc is considerably more electronegative than iron, and when the two 

metals are in contact in an electrolyte, zinc tends to dissolve, leaving the iron unattacked. 

Ex.1. 

Name two reasons why zinc coatings are one of the best methods for the protection of 

steelwork against corrosion. 

Ex.2. 

Render the text. 

C 

In the British Museum can be seen the earliest known example of metallic lead in the form 

of a figure recovered from the Temple of Osiris at Abydus in Upper Egypt. This is considered 

to date back to almost 4000 B.C., although pottery with lead-bearing glazes is said to have 

appeared almost 1000 years earlier. 

Historical references to lead began to appear about 1500 B.C. and many can be found in the 

Bible. From about 500 B.C., historical references to lead are more numerous, particularly in 

the writings of the Greek and Roman authors. The well known book by Healy gives a most 

comprehensive account of mining and metallurgy through Greek and Roman times. It 

contains a detailed bibliography of the sources of information, together with maps of Europe 

and the British Isles showing the known early mining localities. 

Sheet lead, made by casting on a flat stone base, was used by both the Greeks and Romans 

for many practical purposes including roofing, the lining of ducts and fountains and the 

protective sheathing of the wooden hulls of ships.             

It was the Romans who were mainly responsible for the development and expansion of the 



practical uses of lead and the word "plumbing" is derived from the Latin word for lead, 

"plumbum". As early as 300 B.C., Rome had its first aqueduct, bringing water from seven 

miles away into the city, and this was later extended by further aqueducts and a distribution 

system of pipes made of lead. These practical applications increased the demand for the metal 

and led the Romans to seek control of more sources of supply. 

The Roman conquest of Europe and later Britain led to the development of mining and 

smelting activities in those countries and many pigs (ingots) of lead dating from Roman times 

can be seen in various museums, Some of these pigs are marked "ex argent", indicating that 

the lead has been desilverized. The historian Pliny gives a fairly detailed account of the 

cupellation process. 

Following the decline of Roman civilization, there was little further development of mining 

and smelting for 1000 years or more, although the use of lead continued in Europe and 

Britain. 

Ex.1 

Explain the phrase "Eventually the Romans suffered some lead-poisoning". 

Ex.2. 

   Render the text. 

 

Text 7 

Alloys. 

Word Study. 

Ex.1 Read and remember the following words and word combinations: 

1. binary - двойной   

2. enormously - очень сильно   

3. structural steel - конструкционная сталь   

4. intended - предназначенный  

5. engineering – техника 

6. ternary – тройной                                            

7. single – единичный, отдельный.                                               

8. to designate – обозначать                                

9. bounding surface – поверхность раздела                                          

10. mutually - взаимно                                                     

11. crystallite - кристаллит 

12. dimension - размер 

13. space lattice - пространственная решётка 



14. alteration – изменение 

15. substitutional - замещающий 

16. to fit into smth - входить во что-то 

17. interstices - междуузлия 

18. interstitial - внедряющийся 

19. melt – расплав 

20. unit cell – элементарная  ячейка 

21. specific gravity – удельный вес 

Ex.2 Read and translate the following international words; to operate, combination, 

application, container, basis, phase, to separate, homogeneous, duraluminium, heterogeneous, 

intermetallic. 

Ex.3 Translate the following words paying attention to. The suffixes: 

1. complex (a), complex (n), to complicate, complicated, complexity 

to apply, application, applicant, applience, applicable, applicability  

To separate, separate (a), separation, separator, separatist. 

crystal crystalline crystallite, crystallize, crystallization, crystallizer 

Ex.4 Find in every row an adjective with a negative prefix:  

1. enormous, severe, diverse, pure, common, insoluble, binary, reactive. 

2. homogeneous, constant, ternary, different, fast, impure. 

3. rare, high, heterogeneous, distinct, separate, chemical, uncommon.  

4. reactive, dissimilar,complex,various, soluble, specific. 

Ex.5 Find in every row the word which does not fit in:  

1. species, specific, specif, single, specification, specimen.  

2. solve, solubility, insoluble, solution, solute, dissolve, solvent, substitute. 

3. vary, variant, variation, valuable, variable, variability, variety. 

Ex.6 Find in list B  the words - which may follow the words in list A 

                   A                                                      B  

Space lattice type  lattice 

Solid copper-zinc Atoms solution 

Lattice Aluminium-copper Structure system 

unit cell  high temperature Alloys size 

Solvent  Alloy  

 

Text study. 

    In the last 40 ears or so due to the fast development of industry the need for new metallic 



materials has enormously increased. There have been developed new structural steels, high-

temperature alloys, titanium and aluminium alloys intended for operating under severe stress.  

      Each metal possesses a distinct combination of properties that may be varied for specific 

engineering applications by alloying it with other metals. We know about 80 metals and 

several scores of thousands of alloys. 

       The term "alloy" is commonly used to describe a metallic material containing more than 

one chemical element. The proper ties of an alloy differ greatly from those of the pure metal 

which forms its basis (the basis of an alloy being the element which is present- in the larger 

quantity). 

  Alloys may be binary (two-component), ternary (three-component), etc. 

We know that alloys are formed as a result of solidifying of the melt. The ability of 

various   metals to font alloys differs greatly and, therefore, the structure of various alleys 

after solidification also proves to be very diverse. 

In the liquid state alloys are in most cases homogeneous and constitute a single phase.  

(The term "phase" designates any homogeneous and physically distinct part of a system which 

is separated from other parts of the system by definite bounding surfaces). 

We knew of certain metals being mutually insoluble in a liquid state. It is difficult to 

form an alloy in such cases with these metals forming two layers with different appreciate 

weights (e.g. lead and iron, lead and sine, etc.)  

After solidification alloys may have a homogeneous adventure (a single phase called 

"solid solution" is present) or a heterogeneous, structure (several solid phases called 

"crystallites" are present).  

The fact of the properties of a metal being altered by the addition of the addition of other 

metals has long been known in metallurgies in some the properties of a metal are greatly 

changed by adding even very small amounts of alloying elements (of the order of some pap). 

These small additions turn out to be wonder working like vitamins for the human organism. 

For example, steel with addition of small  amounts of cerium retains its strength even during 

the heaviest Antarctic frosts. 

Alloying elements alter the dimentions of the space lattice of the metal with which they 

form a solid solution. Scientists also know of their changing the type of space lattice of the 

basic metal. The position of the alloying elements (solutes) in the space, lattice of the alloy 

and the alterations in the size and type of the unit cell affect greatly the properties of the alloy 

and its reaction to heat  treatment. 

    In some cases solute atoms take the place of certain solvent atoms in the lattice structure 

producing substitutional solid solutions. Many common alloys are substitutional, e.g. brases 



(the copper-zinc system), bronzes (the copper-tin system), the duraluminium system 

(aluminium-copper alloys). Most the specific alloying elements that dissolve in iron apart 

from-carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen are known to form substitutional solid solutions.  

   In other instances the solute atoms fit themselves into the space or interstices solvent atoms 

producing interstitial solid solutions. Samples are iron alloys containing carbon, nitrogen and 

hydrogen.   

It is also possible for the solute atoms to join the solvent atoms forming an intermetallic 

compounds, e.g. Fe3C, CuAl2, Al2CuMg, etc. 

    Russian achievements in space research, in atomic power engineering, in rocketry and 

radio-electronics are closely linked with, the development of new alloys. Much has been 

done, but new more compiler tasks have yet to be solved. 

 Industry needs alloys which can retain their strength at high temperatures as well as at low 

temperatures, that are highly corrosion-resistant, magnetic or nonmagnetic, good conductors 

of electricity, etc. 

Ex.1 

Give  the definitions of: 

1. an alloy  

2. a binary alloy 

3. a ternary alloy  

4. an alloying element 

5. a phase 

6. a homogeneous structure of an alloy after solidification 

7. a heterogeneous structure of an alloy after solidification 

8. a substitutional solid solution 

9. an interstitial solid solution 

 

Ex.2  

Which alloying elements would be appropriate to add to a steel for each of the following 

applications? Example: application - cutlery (knives,forks,etc.) 

Answer: chromium, because its effect in steel is to improve strength and resistance to 

corrosion. 

1) the blade of a bulldozer 2) a cutting tool material suitable for operation without a coolant; 

3) a heavy loaded back axle (ось) of a lorry; 4) a valve, spring (пружина) subjected to long 

periods of rapid change of stress; 5) a tank used for storing corrosive chemicals. 

 



Ex.3 Correct the following false statements about text. 

1. In the last 40 years the need tor new metallic materials has sharply decreased. 

2. The properties of all metals are the same. 

3. All the elements present in an alloy form its base. 

4. Alloys are formed in the liquid state. 

5. All metals, are mutually soluble. 

6. The properties of an alloy do not differ from those of its components. 

7.  Alloying elements do not alter the dimensions and type of the space lattice of the metal 

with which they form a solid solution. 

8. In substitutional solid solutions the solute atoms fit themselves into the spaces between the 

solvent atoms. 

 

Do you know that: 

Alloys may be considered as mixtures of metals in regular quantities. The amount of one 

metal in relation to another must remain the same in an alloy. Years ago in a good solder the 

lead and the tin which make the solder were mixed in equal proportions: half was tin and half 

was lead. Nowadays the proportion is more often one part of tin to two of lead. Bronze is an 

alloy of three metals: copper, tin and zinc mixed in the proportions 88:10:2. Brass can be 

regarded as a compound of copper and zinc. Copper is the main constituent in both bronze 

and brass. Duralumin is an alloy of aluminum and copper which is to be mixed in the ratio of 

19 to 1. Alloys are useful because they may influence certain qualities of a metal or they may 

combine qualities which the pure metal does not possess. Brass is a very useful alloy as it 

resists corrosion and can easily be processed.  

Ex. 

1.  Try to find out the meaning of the following words: mixtures, compounds, elements. 

Compare them with the word "alloys". 

2.  What other alloys and their properties do you know? Make a report on this topic. 

 

Text 8 

The world of metals and its paradoxes 

Over eighty of the elements in the Periodic System are metals. On the whole, they resemble 

one another more than the non-metals. And yet there is no end of surprises in the metal 

kingdom. For instance, what colour are the different metals? 

Metallurgists divide all metals into ferrous and non-ferrous The ferrous metals include iron 

and its alloys. All the rest are non-ferrous metals except for the noble ones, their "Majesties" 



Silver, Gold and Platinum and Co. This is a very crude division and even the metals 

themselves object strongly to such lack of discrimination. Each metal actually has its own 

particular hue. Its dark, dull, or silvery base always has a definite tint. Scientists have become 

convinced of this by studying metals in the very pure state. Many of them when left in the air 

become coated sooner or later with a very thin film of oxide which masks their true colour. 

But the pure metals give a very wide range of colours. The observant eye can discern metals 

with bluish, greenish-blue and greenish shades, with a reddish or yellowish play of colours, 

dark-grey like sea water on a cloudy autumn day, and shiny silvery ones which reflect solar 

rays like a mirror. The colour of a metal depends on many factors. Among others, it depends 

upon the method of its production. 

If we compare metals by weight we can distinguish light, medium and heavy ones. These 

"weight classes" have their record holders. Lithium, sodium and potassium do not sink in 

water, because they are lighter than water. For example, the density of lithium is almost half 

that of water, which equals unity. Were lithium not so active element, it would be an excellent 

material for a great variety of purposes. Imagine a ship or an automobile made entirely of 

lithium. Unfortunately, chemistry bans this attractive idea. 

The "heavy-weight champion" among the metals is osmium. One cubic centimetre of this 

noble metal weighs-22,6 grams. To balance one cube of osmium we would have to put on the 

other tray, say, three cubes of copper, two cubes of lead or four cubes of yttrium. The 

"performance" of osmium's closest neighbours, namely, platinum and iridium, is almost as 

high. The noble metals are also the heaviest metals. 

The hardness of metals has become proverbial. If a man is always composed and cool-headed, 

we say he has "iron nerves". But in the; world of metals the situation is different. Here iron is 

hardly a model of hardness. The hardness champion is chromium which is just slightly 

interior diamond. By the way, paradoxical though it sounds, the hardest chemical elements are 

not metals at all. At the top of the conventional hardness scale stand diamond (a form of 

carbon) and crystalline boron. Iron should rather be classed as a soft metal; it is only half as 

hard as chromium. An as to the light weights, the alkali metals, they are as soft as wax. 

Ex 1.  Match the definitions of the elements with the following metal. 

1)   a soft silver-white element that is the lightest       a) iron 

known metal 

2)   a soft reddish metal that is easily shaped and        b) gold  

allows heat and electricity to pass through it easily 

3)   a soft whitish precious metal that is used in           c)  lead 

jewellery coins, and knives, forks, etc. 



4)    a valuable soft yellow metal that is used for         d) copper 

making coins, jewellery, etc. 

5)   a blue-white metal that is found only in                 e) aluminium 

combination with other chemicals, used for  

covering objects with a thin shiny protective plate 

6)   a silvery-white metal that is light in weight           f) silver  

and easily shaped 

7)   a very useful metal that is used in the making        g) lithium  

of steel, and is found in very small quantities 

in certain food and in the blood 

8)   a soft heavy easily melted greyish-blue metal,      h) chromium,  

used for waterpipes, to cover roofs, etc. 

Ex 2. 

a) Look through the words. Find the synonyms and translate them: 

element, noble, true, range, state, form, condition, limits, kind, substance, real, precious. 

 

b) Find the antonyms and translate them: 

metal, end, expensive, dull, beginning, definite, hard, shiny, light, soft, 

non-metal, indefinite, cheap, heavy.                                        

Ex. 3. Fill in the blanks with prepositions (at; upon; of; with; in; into; for):                                    

ferrous and non-ferrous. 

1. Metallurgists divide all metals … ferrous and non-ferrous. 

2. But the pure metals give a very wide range … colours. 

3. It depends … the method of its production. 

4. … example, the density of lithium as almost half of water. 

5.  But... the world of metals the situation is different. 

6.  ... the top of the conventional hardness scale stand diamond and crystalline boron. 

7.  The observant eye can discern metals … bluish, greenish-blue and greenish shades.  

Ex. 4. Some of the following statements are not true to fact. Correct them:                                                                  

1.  Over eighty of the elements in the Periodic System are metals. 

2.  Metals resemble one another less than non-metals. 

3.  The colour of a metal depends on many factors. 

4.  Lithium is an excellent material for a great variety of purposes 

5.  Osmium is the "heavy-weight champion" among the metals. 

6.  Iron is a model of hardness. 



7.  The hardest chemical elements are metals. 

8.  Iron should be classed as a soft metal. 

Ex. 5. Answer the questions: 

1.  Which two groups are all metals divided into? 

2.  What elements do the ferrous metals include? 

3.  What noble metals do you know? 

4.  What particular property does each metal have? 

5.  What factors does the colour of a metal depend on? 

6.  Which metals are lighter than water? 

7.  Could a ship be made from lithium? Why not? 

8.  Which metal is the "heavy-weight champion"? 

9.  Which metal is the "hardness champion"? 

10.What element is considered to be the hardest chemical one? 

 

Unit III. Melting Furnaces 

Text 1 

The iron blast furnace 

The modern blast furnace is a tall circular structure about 100 ft. high, built of fire-brick 

and reinforced by a steel shell1 on the outside. The interior form is circular, but of varying 

diameter. Owing to the immense weight of the furnace and charge, a heavy concrete and brick 

foundation is built either on bedrock or upon heavy pilings driven deep into the earth2 if 

bedrock is too far below the surface. 

The functions of the furnace are to reduce the oxides of iron present in the ore to3 metallic 

iron, flux off the major part of the impurities contained in the ore and coke and to produce the 

iron, so reduced, in liquid form free from slag. 

Present-day furnaces are usually built to produce to 2,000 and even more tons of iron a day 

(24 hours), and due to the nature of the process they must be kept in continuous operation. 

Iron is reduced from the ore in the furnace by means of Coke charged with ore, and the 

impurities are fluxed or slagged by means of limestone also charged with the ore. Air blown 

through the furnace is heated by means of loves4 that constitute an important part of the 

apparatus of the blast furnace. These stoves are cylindrical towers lined with fire-brick. Gas 

burned in the bottom of the stoves heats the brick-work in them to about 1150°C, and the air 

pumped through the stoves is thus heated to about 900° С  before it is blown into the furnace. 

 The    ore,   coke,   and limestone are conveyed from the ground to the lop of the furnace5 

by means of two cars running on an inclined hoist. The materials are carefully weighed in 



older that they may be added in the  proper proportions.  The cars dump the charge into a 

hopper from which it is then dropped into the furnace by lowering first the upper bell, then 

lowering the lower bell6. The use of these two bells prevents gases and flame being blown 

into the air from the top of the furnace every time it is charged. The operating furnace is kept 

filled up to the stock-line, and new material is added at a rate sufficient to maintain. the stock-

line at the correct height; the position of the stock-line is discovered at intervals by lowering 

indicator rods from the furnace top onto the burden. Hot air is blown into the furnace through 

the tuyeres in the upper part of the hearth of the furnace. 

As the iron and slag are formed, they drop to the hearth at the bottom of the furnace. Since 

the iron is heavier than the slag, it settles to the bottom while the slag floats on the top of the 

molten iron. There are two holes in the hearth of the blast furnace. The iron is tapped from the 

lower hole, the iron notch, every four hours by digging out7 the clay plug; the slag is tapped 

two or three times between each iron tapping from the upper hole closed by a metal plug 

Many of the impurities in the ore are collected and removed with the limestone in the form of 

molten slag. 

With furnaces of   large   output   the   molten   iron  is conducted to a pig-casting 

machine8.  It consists of   an endless chain carrying a series of metal moulds into which the 

iron is cast. The newly filled moulds are sprayed with water as they travel along at 20 ft. per 

minute, so that when they reach the discharging end the pigs are cool enough to be tipped into 

a steel wagon. The empty moulds, still warm, are sprayed with lime wash on their return 

journey; this prevents the pigs from sticking to the moulds. 

In some works where a steel-making plant is run in conjunction with9 blast furnaces, the 

iron is tapped into 20—70-ton ladles and transferred to the steel works in the molten 

condition, thus conserving the heat and avoiding the cost of casting into pigs. 

 

Notes 

1.  reinforced by a steel shell — усиленное стальным кожухом 

2.  upon heavy pilings driven deep into the earth — на тяжелых сваях, вбитых глубоко в 

землю 

3.  to reduce ... to — восстановить ... до 

4.  by means of stoves — посредством воздухонагревателей 

5.  to the top of the furnace — на колошник печи                                     

6.  by lowering ... the upper ... the lower bell — опусканием … верх- него ... нижнего 

конуса 

7.  by digging out — путем вбивания 

8.  the molten iron is conducted to a pig-casting machine — жидкий чугун отводится к 



разливочной машине 

9.  in some works where a steel-making plant is run in conjunction with — на некоторых 

заводах, где сталеплавильный цех работает вместе с ... 

Ex. 

I.  Answer the questions on the text: 

1. What is the outward form   of   the   blast   furnace? 2. What material is it built of and by 

what is it reinforced? 3. What is its interior form? 4. What kind of foundation is necessary for 

the blast furnace and why? 5. What are the principal functions of the furnace? 6. How much 

iron does the modern blast furnace produce? 7. By what means is iron reduced from the ore in 

the furnace? 8. By what means are the impurities contained in the ore and coke fluxed or 

slagged? 9. What kind of air is blown through the furnace? 10. Where is it heated? 11. To 

what temperature is this air heated in the stoves? 12. What materials are to be charged Into the 

blast furnace? 13. How are they conveyed from the ground to the top of the furnace? 14. Into 

what do the cars dump the charge? 15. How is the charge from the hopper dropped into the 

furnace? 16. For what purpose is the double bell arrangement necessary? 17. Into what do the 

molten iron and slag drop? 18. Through what holes are the molten iron and slag tapped from 

the furnace? 19. To what  machine is the molten iron conveyed from the furnace? 20. In what 

case is the molten iron transferred straight to the steel-making plant? 

 

II.   Translate front Russian into English: 

1.   Современная доменная печь — это высокое круглое сооружение, построенное из 

огнеупорного кирпича и усиленное стальным кожухом снаружи.  

2. Печь загружается огромным количеством кокса, руды и известняка и должна 

выдержать как тяжесть   этой  шихты   (загрузки),   так и чрезвычайно высокие 

температуры, развивающиеся в ней в результате  горения топлива и действия горячего 

воздуха вдуваемого  в  печь.  

3. Назначение доменной печи в том, чтобы  восстановить окислы железа,  

заключающиеся в руде, до металлического железа, офлюсовать или ошлаковать 

примеси, содержащиеся   в   руде   и   коксе, и получить железо в  жидкой форме 

свободным от шлака.  

III. Read and speak on the following topic: 

Cross-section of the Blast Furnace 

A Dialogue 

A.: May we say that the form  and  height  of  the  blast furnaces are something constant?  

В.: То some extent, we may say it. I mean modern large furnaces. Their form and height have 

been worked out by practice and tested by it. They depend on the amount of the charged 

materials, the output of the furnace and the processes taking place in it.  

A.: If you look at a cross-section of the blast furnace, you see that its inner outline is not 

uniform. Has this any meaning?  

В.: Evidently, it has. This is connected with the work of the furnace and the processes in it.                              

A.: Let's consider different parts of the furnace following its outline. Here is the top of the 



furnace. What will I you say about it?                                         

В.: You must know that in this part the hopper and the double bell arrangement are situated, 

through which the furnace is charged.  Its cylindrical form is  very convenient for the case.  

A.: And what do you call the next part of the furnace, the largest one?                                                 

В.: It is called "shaft". It has the form of a truncated cone. There the reduction of iron and the 

formation of pig iron take place.   Its   widening   downwards   reduces bridging of the 

materials.  

A.: And what about this short cylindrical portion of the furnace? 

В.: Here gangue minerals melt and slag is formed at the temperatures near 1,300°C.  

A.: I see that the next portion is again cone-shaped, only now it tapers downward.  

В.: This part of the furnace is almost wholly filled with the white-hot fuel since other 

constituents of the charge  complete their conversion in the portion above.                                                                                                                   

A.: Here comes the lower part of the furnace. It is cylindrical too. What is its purpose?           

В.: This part of the furnace is called "hearth" or "crucible". The temperatures in it are the 

highest. Here burning of the fuel is completed, and the accumulated liquid iron and slag 

are tapped from the furnace. 

 
 

 

 

IV. Speak about the blast furnace and its work. 

V. For grammar analysis and translation: 

1. The blast furnace is known to be the most complicated furnace system as it combines the 

operations of reducing the iron oxide, melting the iron and the slag and separating the latter 

from the iron by gravity.2. The shaft of the furnace going down from the top tapers outwards 

to reduce bridging of the materials, then has a short parallel portion and tapers inwards rather 

rapidly to the hearth, the latter being usually slightly smaller than the top of the furnace. 3. 



Coke, iron ore, and limestone are fed in at the top of the furnace through the double bell 

arrangement, the offtake for the blast furnace gas being situated beneath the double bell seal. 

4. The high velocity of the air being blown into the furnace is intended to force the air to 

distribute itself right across the shaft, active combustion taking place only in a region about 40 

inches inwards from the tuyeres. 5. The final gases leaving the top of the furnace through the 

offtake below the double sealing bell contain 20-30 per cent CO, which means that a large 

proportion (35-50 per cent) of the energy of the coke is not used directly in the furnace. 6. The 

need of the blast furnace for an expensive fuel and a considerable amount of coke being 

turned into low calorific gas are considered as some of the basic imperfections of the blast 

furnace.7. Recent research work on the blast furnace has been concentrated mainly on the 

study of the flow of the gases up the shaft and the flow of the solid materials down the shaft, 

the aim being to achieve uniformity in both cases.5 8. The charge must be uniformly porous to 

permit a uniform flow of gas through the interstices, the action of the blast furnace consisting 

of the chemical reaction between the solid charge and the rising column of gas in the furnace. 

9. A blast furnace cannot be charged with all fine material because a good deal of it would be 

blown out by the gas current, and part of it would pack in such a way as to cause the gases to 

channel and leave portions of the charge cold and unsmelted. 

VI. For reading and translating: 

Physical Chemistry in Metallurgy 

The application of chemistry to the metallurgical reactions hardly started to bear fruit until 

the last few decades. The reason for this is natural. The metallurgical processes had already 

reached a high degree of perfection, and it did not appear that chemical science could do 

much more than confirm what experience had already taught. Owing to the high temperatures 

and complicated conditions  under which the reactions take place, and the severe problems 

involved in making thermodynamic calculations, metallurgy proved to be a difficult field for 

research. Above all, there was a lack of the necessary experimental experience, and it was not 

until this deficiency began to be overcome gradually that physical chemistry acquired the 

importance for practical metallurgy that it now undoubtedly possesses 

 

Text 2 
Composition of pig iron. 

 
In addition to iron, pig, iron tapped from the blast furnace contains varying quantities of other 

elements, among which carbon, silicon, manganese, sulphur, and phosphorus are the most 

important. 

Carbon may be present to the extent of 3.0-4.5  per cent, having been dissolved by the iron 



from the coke1 in the lower part of the blast furnace. It exists in two forms, combined   and  

free.  Free carbon in pig iron consists of graphite flakes dispersed throughout the mass of the 

metal, each flake being a source of weakness. Combined carbon exists as iron carbide, which 

gives  the  iron  increasing strength up to 0.9 per cent. Above 0.9 per cent the iron be-comes 

hard and brittle. If the whole of the carbon in the iron is combined, the iron is said to be 

"white" because of the appearance of its fracture. Graphite makes the fracture appear grey, but 

no iron has the whole of its carbon in the free state, the grey pig irons containing 0.1-0.5 per 

cent combined carbon 

Silicon is reduced in the blast furnace from the earthy matter in the ore,2 owing to the 

presence of the coke and the high temperature prevailing. As the temperature in the furnace is 

increased, more silicon and carbon are dissolved in the iron, so that hot-blast irons3 are higher 

in these elements than the old cold-blast irons.4 Silicon is varied from 0.4-5.0 per cent 

according to requirements. The higher the silicon the greyer is the iron; that is, more of the 

carbon appears as graphite and less as iron carbide; white iron contains less than 0.8 per cent 

silicon.                   

Phosphorus ranges from 0.2-2.0 per cent according to the nature of the ore smelted. It all 

combines with the iron forming iron phosphide which mixes with  more iron to form an easily 

melted mixture or "eutectic"1. This eutectic melts at 950° С, while the remainder of the pig 

iron melts at 1,140°C. Phosphorus, therefore, makes the iron more fluid, and is valued in 

foundries making thin or intricate Castings for which a pig iron containing 1.5 per cent 

phosphorus would be chosen; with this quantity, 15 per cent of the metal consists of 

phosphide eutectic. As the phosphide eutectic is brittle, it weakens the iron, and is kept low 

for high duty castings.5 Irons for steel-making are either low or high in phosphorus according 

to whether they are required, for the "acid" or "basic" processes. 

Sulphur enters the iron from the ore and the coke and forms a compound, iron sulphide, of 

low melting-point and very brittle. It is therefore kept as low as possible, 0.02-0.2 per cent 

being the usual limits. It has a tendency to make the iron white, and is valued for this in 

foundries making chilled and white iron castings6 for which 0.1-0.2 per cent sulphur may be 

used. Steel-making irons are made tow in sulphur, particularly for the acid process. 

Manganese neutralizes the harmful effects of sulphur by combining with it to form 

manganese sulphide, a compound of high melting-point. The amount of manganese present in 

pig iron depends on the character of the ore and varies from 0.2 to 2.0 per cent.  

 
Notes 

1. having been dissolved by the iron from the coke —  в результате абсорбирования его 



железом из кокса 

 2. from the earthy matter in the ore — из пустой породы руды 

 3. hot-blast iron — чугун, горячего дутья 

 4. cold-blast iron — чугун, полученный на холодном дутье 

 5. for high duty castings — для ответственных отливок 

 6. chilled and white iron castings  — закаленные и белые чугунные отливки 

 

Ex. 
I. Answer the questions on the text: 

1. What elements does pig iron contain in addition to iron? 2. To what extent is carbon 

absorbed by the iron in the blast furnace? 3. In what two forms does carbon exist in pig iron? 

4. What kind of inclusions does free carbon consist of? 5. In what form  does   combined   

iron   exist?  6. How do free carbon and combined carbon influence the iron? 7. Under what 

condition does the fracture of pig iron appear white? 8. What makes the fracture appear grey?  

9.  From what matter is silicon reduced in the blast furnace?  

10.  Which irons are higher in carbon and silicon: hot-blast irons or cold-blast ones? 11. In 

what quantities can silicon exist in pig irons? 12. Why is it that the higher the silicon the 

greyer is the iron? 13. What amount of phosphorus can exist in pig irons? 14. In what form 

does it combine with  the iron?  15. What is phosphide   eutectic?  16.   Why  is phosphorus 

valued  in foundries?  17. Does the phosphide eutectic weaken the iron? 18. Which irons are 

used for steel-making:  low-phosphorus,  or high-phosphorus?  19.  From where does sulphur 

enter the iron? 20. What kind of com-pound does it form? 21. Why is it kept as low as 

possible? 22. Why is it valued in foundries? 23. Are steel-making irons made low or high in 

sulphur? 24. How does manga-nese neutralize the harmful effects of sulphur? 25. Upon what 

does the amount of manganese in pig iron depend? 26. In what quantities can it exist in pig 

irons? 

II.  Tell us about the effects of each of the elements composing pig iron. 

III.  Read and translate the additional text: 

Cast Iron 

Pig iron which has been remelted and cast into molds is known as "cast iron". The melting, or 

rather the remelting, of pig iron prior to casting into molds is performed in a furnace known as 

a "cupola". This is very similar to the blast furnace in principle, i. e. it is a vertical shaft 

furnace into which the raw materials and fuel are charged at the top, the molten metal being 

tapped out at intervals from the well at the bottom. Air for the combustion of the fuel is 

introduced through one or more rows of tuyeres a short distance above the bottom. 

Cast iron is the cheapest of the ferrous metals and must be cast into molds as it does not 



possess the necessary plasticity   to   form   it   into the desired shapes by plastic methods 

when in the solid state. There are many variations in the structure and physical properties 

available in so-called "cast irons". However, we may classify all cast irons into three groups: 

grey cast iron, white cast iron, and malleable cast iron. The term "grey" and "white" when 

applied to cast iron refers to the appearance of fracture of the casting. Malleable cast iron gets 

its name from the deformation this iron may undergo without fracturing. It is much more 

ductile and tough than either white or grey cast iron. 

Grey cast iron constitutes one of the most valued cast metals. It may be made by melting 

pig iron and scrap in the cupola, and then cast into molds forming intricate shapes that may 

vary from a few grams to many tons in weight. Many cast irons are now cast with the addition 

of some of the more common alloying elements, such as nickel, copper, molybdenum, 

chromium. The alloys are used to improve the strength and hardness of the castings.  

White cast iron has practically all of its carbon in the combined state as cementite. If white 

cast iron were slowly cooled in the molds, it would have a structure of ferrite and free carbon 

in the form of graphite. If the cast iron were cooled relatively fast or chilled in the molds, a 

structure consisting of martensite and cementite could be formed resulting in a harder and 

more wear resisting casting  

Malleable cast iron is made by a process of annealing a hard, brittle white cast iron. A 

white iron casting is placed in a furnace and slowly heated to 1550-1600° F, which usually 

requires two days. Then the cast metal is allowed to cool slowly until the heat reaches 1200° F 

at which heat the door of the furnace may be opened and the charge of castings removed to 

cool in air. This treatment changes the hard, brittle white cast iron into a soft, ductile product 

called malleable cast iron. This form of cast iron finds many applications. 

IV. 1. Make up questions on the additional text.  

  2. Speak about the three groups of cast irons. 

V. Sentences for grammar analysis and translation. 

1. Cast irons may be classified roughly according to the percentage of carbon, but because of 

the various ways in which the carbon is associated with the iron, it is usually more convenient 

to make the classification according to the form of the carbon, rather than the amount. 2. 

White cast iron containing all or nearly all the carbon in the combined form, its fracture has a 

silvery-white colour. 3. Malleable cast iron is known to be a valuable engineering material 

widely used for machinery, railroad equipment, pipe fittings, and in many other applications. 

4. Grey cast iron being a low-cost material more than 90 per cent of all the iron castings are 

produced of grey iron. 5. The properties of irons are known to be significantly influenced by 

the presence, shape, and distribution of graphite. 6. The graphite in ordinary grey cast iron 



being in the form of thin flat flakes, the mechanical properties of grey cast iron are greatly 

limited. 7. On the other hand, malleable irons have higher mechanical properties, one of the 

principal reasons being the presence of nodular graphite. 8. Because of this, it has generally 

accepted that if nodular graphite could be produced in grey iron, as cast, a considerable 

improvement in mechanical properties would result. 9. A long-term investigations by the 

British Cast Iron Research Association resulted in the announcement in 1947 of a method of 

achieving nodular graphite by the controlled treatment of molten iron with cerium. 10. At the 

same time several companies in America experimenting with magnesium and magnesium 

alloy additions to the ladle, succeeded in bringing about a structure containing nodular 

graphite. 

 

Text 3 

The Bessemer converter 

In the Bessemer process of making steel air is blown through the molten pig iron, and the 

oxygen of the air combines with the carbon, manganese, and silicon of the pig iron. This 

action generates heat and frees the iron from the major part of its impurities thus converting 

the iron into steel. 

The Bessemer converter in which the process takes place, is a pear-shaped tilting vessel 

made of steel plate and lined with heat-resisting bricks and clay. The top of the converter is 

cut off to form a mouth through which the molten metal is charged and discharged. In 

capacity converters  range1 from ten to twenty-five tons of molten metal. In the bottom2 of the 

vessel there are a number of holes through which air is blown at a pressure of fifteen to 

twenty pounds per square inch. 

Manganese, silicon, and carbon in the molten pig iron have varying attraction or "affinity" 

for oxygen, so they do not burn at the same time. Silicon and manganese have a greater 

affinity for oxygen than does carbon, and consequently they burn out first. 

When the air blast is turned on,3 a shower of sparks bursts from the mouth of the converter. 

Immediately thereafter appear short ruddy flames and a dense cloud of reddish-brown fumes 

caused by the burning of the silicon and manganese in the iron. In about five minutes this part 

of the refining action is accomplished, and the next stage, the removal of carbon, begins. 

The ruddy flames become more luminous,  changing to a yellowish white, and increase in 

length until the tongue of flame extends for about thirty feet. So brilliant are the flames caused 

by the burning of the carbon that they some-light up the sky with a glare visible for miles. 

For about ten minutes the glare continues, and during that time the converter emits a deep 

roar caused by the violent generation of gas4 within it. 



Suddenly the flame drops, a signal of great importance to the operator because it tells him that 

the blast of air must be diminished and the metal removed from the converter. Iron itself has 

an affinity for oxygen and it is only because silicon, manganese, and carbon have greater 

affinity that the iron has not previously burned out. If the operator allowed the blast to 

continue,5 the converter would eventually contain nothing but iron oxide and slag. 

What remains in the converter after the blow is completed, is a molten iron, very low in 

carbon, manganese, and silicon but containing gases and some iron oxide as the result of the 

great volume of air blown through it. But this is an unsatisfactory condition of the metal. To 

make the metal useful and free it from the remaining gases and iron oxide, ferro-manganese is 

added to the molten 

steel 

Usually a part of the deoxidizer is added directly to the converter, and the rest is added into 

the ladle. For certain grades of steel the metal is allowed to stand for a while in the ladle to 

permit the slag and oxides to rise to the surface. After the deoxidation is complete, the steel is 

ready to be cast into ingots It is also necessary to recarburize the steel by adding the necessary 

amount of carbon. 

Bessemer steel is used because of the low cost of the process. No extraneous fuel is used, 

and a heat of 15 to 25 tons can be made in 10 to 15 minutes. Bessemer steel is frequently 

refined additionally in the open-hearth or electric furnace when it is called duplex steel. 

Today we have a new and more perfect technology of converting pig iron into steel in 

which the blast of air is replaced by a jet of nearly pure oxygen.   

              

Notes 

1  in  capacity  converters range -  емкость  конвертеров  колеблется в пределах 

2  in the bottom — в днище 

3 when the air blast is turned on — когда включается дутье воздух 

4 by the violent generation of gas — бурным выделением газа  

5 if the operator allowed the blast to continue — если бы оператор допустил дальнейшую 

подачу воздуха 

Ex. 

I. Answer the questions on the text: 

1. What is blown through the molten pig iron in the Bessemer converter? With what 

elements does the oxygen of the air combine there? 2. What is the result of this combination? 

3. Why do manganese, silicon, and carbon in the molten pig iron not burn at the same time? 4. 

Which elements have greater affinity for oxygen and burn out first? 5. What do you see when 



the air blast is turned on? 6. What appears immediately after this? 7. By what are the short 

ruddy flames and the dense cloud of fumes caused? 8. In what time is this part of the refining 

action accomplished? 9. What reaction begins after the silicon and manganese have burned? 

10. How do the ruddy flames change? 11. For how many feet does the tongue of flame 

extend? 12. By what are these brilliant tongues of flame caused? 13. For what distance do 

they light up the sky with their glare? 14. For what time does the glare continue? 15. What is 

the cause of the deep roar emitted by the converter during that time? 16. What suddenly 

occurs? 17. What does the dropping of the flame tell the operator? 18. Has iron itself any 

affinity for oxygen? 19. Is this affinity less than that of the other elements in the pig iron? 20. 

Why hasn't the iron previously burned out? 21. What could happen if the operator allowed the 

blast to continue? 22. What remains in the converter after the blow has been completed? 23. Is 

the condition of the metal satisfactory at that time? 24. What is added to the molten steel to 

free it from the remaining gases and iron oxide? 25. What is added to the steel to recarburize 

it? 26. When is the steel ready for casting it into ingots? 

II.   Give  a description  of   the  Bessemer  converter  and  its operation according to the plan: 

1.  The outward shape of the converter. 

2.  The construction materials it is made of. 

3.  Capacities of the converters. 

4.  The mouth of the converter for   charging   and   discharging. 

5.  The bottom of the converter for the air blast. 

6.  The charge. 

7.  The constituent elements of the pig iron burning as a fuel.  

8.  No extraneous fuel. 

9.  A shower of sparks bursting after turning on the air blast. 

10.  Tongues of flame extending for many feet. 

11.  Dropping of the flame as a signal of importance to-the operator. 

12.  Molten steel as the result of the process. 

III. Read and speak on (he following topic: 

Converters 

A Dialogue 

 

A.: 

 It would be interesting to know something else about I the Bessemer process in addition to 

what we read about I it last time. 

В.: 

 What shall I tell you? Do you know that this process I was invented independently almost at 



the same time I in England and in America? 

A.:  

By whom? How was it? 

В.: 

 It was invented by Henry Bessemer in England and by William Kelly in the United States. 

But Bessemer patented the process in 1855, and Kelly was granted a patent in 1857, although 

he had worked on the process as early as 1847. 

A.:  

That's why the process bears Bessemer's name, isn't it so? 

В.:  

The fact is that we know this process as the Bessemer process.  His  discovery marked   a   

turning   point   in industry and civilization. The Age of Steel really began with the invention 

of the Bessemer process. 

A.:  

And what about the further development of the process? Did it remain unchanged? 

В.:  

The original Bessemer converter had an acid lining and so could make good steel only from a 

pig iron low in phosphorus and sulphur. 

A.:  

And if pig irons were high in phosphorus, what then? 

В.: 

 Then the acid Bessemer failed. Sidney Thomas, an Englishman, in 1879 developed the basic 

Bessemer or Thomas converter using the basic lining of dolomite, and thus invented the 

method of converting high phosphorus pig irons into steel. It was a very important invention.  

A.:  

Is the design of the converter changed to any extent today? 

В.: 

 Principally, it remains the same. Only capacities of the converters have become much greater, 

and in some cases the bottoms of the converters are built without tuyeres for the air blast. 

A.:  

How is it possible? 

В.: 

 This is a new line of development in Bessemer steel-making. It was first used in Austria and 

is now known as L/D process. It has become very popular and is used successfully in many 

countries. 



A.: 

 And what is the main point of it? 

В.:  

The conventional bottom tuyeres are eliminated and the blast of air is replaced by a rapidly 

moving jet of nearly pure oxygen entering the converter from above, through the mouth, by 

means of a water-cooled tube. 

A.: 

 And what are the results? 

В.:  

The results, under definite conditions, are very good; the method might prove to be successful 

everywhere. 

IV. Speak about the converter method of making steel.  

 

 
V. Read the additional text and translate it: 

The present position of the Bessemer process vs. the open-nearth may be summarized as 

follows: 1) The Bessemer process is flexible than the open-hearth in the range of products 

obtainable. 2) The Bessemer is unable to melt more than a very small percentage of scrap. 3) 

Bessemer steel usually has a high nitrogen content of the order of 0.015 per cent, while the 

open-hearth furnace makes steel with a nitrogen content of 0.005 per cent. 4) The cost of 

compressing the air for blowing used to be rather high, although the use of modern 

turbocompressors can cut this very much. 



On the other hand, the advantages of the Bessemer are the low capital cost of the plant, 

and the very high production rate. Moreover, various processes have been worked out which 

can overcome the above-mentioned disadvantages. Thus, the use up to 40 per cent oxygen-

enriched air in the Bessemer gives the possibility of increasing the scrap which can be 

consumed. Experiments in England, France, and Germany have resulted in the production of 

Bessemer Steel with a nitrogen content as low as that in the open-hearth. 

It seems likely that the Bessemer with oxygen-enriched blast or worked in conjuction with 

a cupola for melting Scrap will probably play an increasing part in the steel-making of the 

future. The revolutionary step of using a 100 per cent oxygen blast instead of the air blast 

promises still greater success for the converter method of making steel. 

 

VI. 1. Give a title to the text. 

  2. Make up questions on the additional text. 

 

Text 4 

The open-hearth furnace 

The open-hearth process1 is one of the most important methods of making steel. It is much 

slower than the Bessemer but it is easier to control. The open-hearth process takes from six to 

eight hours, so that there is plenty of time for accurate analysis. The quality of steel can be 

carefully controlled. 

The name "open-hearth" is given to it because the hearth of the furnace is exposed to the 

sweep of the flames2 which melt the steel. 

The capacity of the open-hearth furnace varies, at an average, from 50 to 400 tons of metal. 

The furnace is lined with firebrick to withstand the very high temperatures used (up to 1700—

1800°C).The charge consists of molten pig iron, scrap iron and steel and some hematite. Lime 

is added to the charge to take out the phosphorus and sulphur as slag.3 Manganese, carbon, 

nickel, vanadium or other materials are added to make the kind of steel desired: 

The   fuel,  which  may  be  natural   or   artificial   gas, powdered coal, oil, tar, or two or 

more of them in combination, is blown into the furnace through one of the two large  

openings, or ports,4 located on each end of the furnace. To facilitate   combustion,   previously   

heated   air   is   blown through the port along with the fuel. At the present time tonnage 

oxygen is used for the intensification of the open- hearth process. It is introduced into the 

flame to accelerate the burning of the fuel and into the molten bath to oxidize the impurities. 

Combustion occurs above the hearth, and the smoke and other products of combustion escape 

through the ports at the other end of the furnace. 



Beneath the furnace are two large chambers containing  a checker-board  arrangement of 

firebricks5  through which  air  or  gas  flows  freely. As the hot products of combustion pass 

out through one of the ports and through the checkerwork,6 they heat the bricks. At the same 

time the gas and air entering through the other side of the furnace are being heated by the 

bricks in the corresponding checker chamber6 which has previously been heated in the same 

way. 

When the cold air and gas cool the bricks to a point where they no longer give up enough 

heat, the direction of flow is reversed so that the chamber which has been heating the 

incoming fuel now becomes reheated by the products of combustion, and vice versa. Thus a 

great deal of heat is saved and temperatures can be reached which would otherwise be 

impossible without great waste and consumption of enormous amounts of fuel. 

About four hundred tons of steel, or even more, may be refined at each melt or heat. A heat is 

the amount of steel that is made from one furnace charge of raw materials. Three or four heats 

are usually refined a day in the open-hearth furnace. 

There are three stages in the operation of the open-hearth furnace. The first is known as the 

process of charging; the second — as the melting down process; the third — the period of 

refining. The period of refining is especially important and requires the constant supervision 

of the operator. The refining consists first in removing objectionable impurities and then 

controlling the elements other than iron which the final product must contain. Alloying 

elements are added to the steel before it is tapped or when it is in the ladle. 

There are different variations in the open-hearth process: the "hot metal" process7 in which 

molten pig iron from a blast furnace is used, and the "cold metal" process8 in which the pig 

iron is frozen. Other variations depend upon the use of an acid (silica) or basic (magnesite or 

dolomite) hearth according to the quality of the steel to be made. 

Notes                            

1. the open-hearth process — процесс плавки на открытом поду, мартеновский процесс 

2. the hearth ... is exposed to the sweep of the flames — подина открыта для воздействия 

пламени факела 

3. to take out ... as slag — чтобы перевести ... в шлак 

4. openings, or ports — отверстия, или «головки» 

5. a checkerboard arrangement of firebricks — шахматная кладка огнеупорных кирпичей 

6. a checkerwork (checker) chamber      — камера с насадкой (генератор) 

7. hot-metal process — процесс плавки с жидкой садкой 

8. cold-metal process — процесс плавки на твердой завалке  

 



Ex. 

I. Answer the questions on the text: 

1. By what does the open-hearth process differ from the Bessemer? 2. Why can the quality of 

steel be carefully controlled by this method? 3. What does the name "open-hearth" mean? 4. 

What is the capacity of the open-hearth furnace? 5. By what is the furnace lined? 6. What 

materials does the charge consist of? 7. For what purpose is lime added to the charge? 8. What 

other materials can be added to the charge? 9. What kind of fuel is used to fire the furnace? 

10. Through what openings is the fuel blown into the furnace? 11. Why is heated air blown 

along with the fuel? 12. Is any oxygen used for the intensification of the process? 13. For 

what purpose is it introduced into the flame and into the bath? 14. Where does combustion of 

the fuel take place? 15. What ports do the smoke and the other products of combustion escape 

through? 16. What kind of chambers are beneath the furnace? 17. What flows through them? 

18. What do the hot products of combustion do passing through one of the ports and through 

the checker-work chamber? 19. What is going on at the same time when the gas and air pass 

through the checker chamber on the other side of the furnace? 20. How is the work of the 

regenerators interchanged? 21. What temperatures can be reached by the use of the 

regenerative chambers. 22. What is a heat (or melt)? 23. How many heats are usually refined 

in the open-hearth furnace? 24. What are the three stages in the operation of the open-hearth 

furnace? 25. Which stage is especially important? 26. What does the process of refining 

consist in? 27. When are alloying elements added to the steel? 28. What can you say about 

different variations in the open-hearth process ("hot-metal", "cold-metal", "acid", "basic" 

processes)? 

II.  Translate into English: 

1. Мартеновская печь представляет собой развитие отражательной пудлинговой печи, 

которая применялась для производства сварочного железа. 2. Первая отражательнаая 

печь была построена Генри Кортом в 1784 году. 3. Она имела два отделения 

(compartments): одно содержало уголь для сжигания, другое — чугун для расплавления. 

4. Уголь и чугун не должны были гореть вместе или быть в контакте, чтобы сера из 

угля не могла абсорбироваться железом. 5. Длинное пламя проходило от угля, горящего 

на колоснике (on a grate), через огневой порог (a firewall) и расплавляло чугун, который 

наваливался (pile) на подину (hearth) печи. 6. В результате окисления и выгорания 

углерода металл становился вязким (tough) и удалялся из печи в виде твердых кусков 

железа, смешанного со шлаком, которое потом прокатывалось в полосы (bars). 7. 

Температура в отражательной печи была достаточно высока, чтобы расплавлять чугун, 

но она была ниже точки плавления железа. 8. Регенеративный принцип 



предварительного нагрева топлива и воздуха в мартеновской печи сделал возможным 

поднятие температуры до такой степени, чтобы можно было расплавлять железо и 

получать жидкую сталь. 

III.  Read and speak on the following topic: 

Electric Furnaces 

A  Dialogue 

A.:  

Now, we have acquainted ourselves with the principal methods of making steel, the                                                      

Bessemer converter process and the open-hearth furnace. But there is another, newer method, 

the electric furnace. What can you tell me about it? 

В.: 

 This method is comparatively of recent origin. Though W. Siemens made the first, and not   

particularly satisfactory, attempt to melt steel electrically in 1876, the design of the modern 

arc electric furnace was developed by Heroult in 1890, and high-frequency induction furnace 

was first put out only in 1917. 

A:  

Has this method any advantages over the two mentioned above?  

В.:  

Yes, it has. But first of all, about its disadvantage. Where the cost of electrical energy is                              

high, it is much more expensive than the Bessemer or open-hearth process. 

A.: 

 And where the cost of electrical energy is low, like in Sweden, it can be used widely, can't it? 

 В.:  

You are right. In Sweden electric furnaces are used even for smelting iron ores which 

everywhere in other countries are smelted in blast furnaces. 

 A.:  

And what must we say about their advantages that cause them to be used despite their 

expensiveness. 

 B,: 

First of all, the electric furnace generates extremely high temperatures  (up to 3000° C)  very 

rapidly. The temperature is at all times under precise control and is easily regulated. 

A.:  

I see, this is very important because it is impossible to attain  such  temperatures  in  other  

steel  melting processes. 

В.:  



Then, the production of heat by electricity is unique in that oxygen is not necessary to support 

combustion and the atmosphere within an electric furnace can be regulated at will. 

A.: 

 What does this mean? 

В.:  

This means that the presence of oxides, compounds of oxygen with other elements or other 

impurities undesirable in fine steels, can be materially reduced. Sulphur is almost completely 

eliminated in the basic electric furnaces. 

A.: 

 Really, it is a very important advantage. 

В.:  

Besides that, the electric furnace process permits the addition of expensive alloying elements 

to molten steel without loss by oxidation. That is why the metallurgist can control the 

composition of the metal more closely.  

A.: 

 Does electricity itself impart any superior quality to steel? 

В.:  

No, it does not. Nevertheless, the electric furnace, as it is, confers certain advantages for the 

production of the highest marks of steel. 

A.:  

What steels are produced in the electric furnaces at the present time?   

В.: 

 Many grades of steel are now made by this method, like special carbon tool steels, semi- and 

full-corrosion-resistant steels, special heat-resisting steels, stainless steels, alloy tool steels, 

high-speed steels, and others. 

A.: I think that other metals, like precious and semiprecious metals, different non-ferrous 

metals can be produced and refined in electric furnaces too, isn’t it so? 

B.: Of cource, they can. On the whole, I should say that owing to their advantages the future 

of electric furnaces seems to be very bright.  

IV. Speak about electric furnaces. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fig. Reverberatory lumace for smelting copper ores: 

1 — charging bunker; 2 - charging hoppers; 3 — hearth: 4 — charge on 

 the lufnace hearth; 5 — tap holes. 

 

V. Read and translate:   

Reverberatory Furnaces 

Reverberatory furnaces are made in many sizes and are employed in a large number of 

metallurgical processes - two of the most important types are the open-hearth steel furnaces 

and the large reverberatories employed in copper smelting. 

The reverberatory is essentially a melting furnace. It consists of a shallow hearth upon which 

the charge rests, side walls, endwalls, and a roof or arch. The furnaces are usually rectangular 

and are fired-by means of burners set in the endwall. Long-flame fuel is used (gas, oil, of 

pulverized coal) and the flame extends over the charge on the hearth. The roof of a 

reverberator is exposed to the full radiation from the flame and erosion from the dust particles 

carried in the hot gases. There  is   little оr  no  reaction  between  the fuel  products of 

combustion and the charge on the hearth, the only function of the fuel being to provide heal 

which is radiated to the cold charge below. In the shaft furnace, on the other hand, the 

combustion gases usually react with the materials in the charge. Waste gases leave this 

furnace, at very high temperatures, hence the reverberatory furnace has a low thermal 

efficiency.  

VI. Describe the construction and the operation of the open-hearth furnace as a reverberatory 

furnace. 

 



 

Fig. The operation of an open-hearth furnace. 

VII. Describe    the   open-hearth   furnace   comparing   it   with   the reverberatory  furnace: 

Outline 

1. The оpen-hearth furnace as the development of the reverberatory furnace.    

2. The exposure of the charge to the sweep of flames.  

3. No contact between the fuel and the metal of the charge. 

4. The   aim   of   the   furnace   to   remove   objectionable impurities from the charged pig 

iron.  

5. The necessity of very high temperatures. 

6. A system of checker-board chambers for preheating air 

7. The alternate reversing process in the operation of the 

regenerative chambers.  

8. The advantages of the furnace.      



TEXT 6 Compact electric-arc melting furnace 

Purpose 

Melting of a wide range of experimental alloys with special properties, including alloys of 

chemically active, refractory and precious metals. 

Production of commodity batches of alloys for machine-building industry, instrument 

making, aviation and medicine. 

Description 

The furnace consists of a vacuum-gas unit, power supply unit for the arc, arc-control block 

and console, and a melting chamber with a cathode unit input device. Melting is performed in 

a copper water-cooled mould by an arc discharge with a non-melting electrode in a controlled 

atmosphere of neutral and reducing gases. 

Use of an automated vacuum-gas unit with a control and measurement system allows to pre-

liminary pump air out of the melting chamber, fill it with working medium up to the 

demanded pressure and ensure its stabilization during the melting process. 

A compact power supply unit with the arc control unit ensures ignition of discharge and 

smooth regulation of the arc current. The melting furnace is supplied with replaceable mould 

of different forms. 

Advantages 

Compared with its analog - LK 6 electric-arc furnace of Leybold (Germany) this product 

has the following advantages: 

High-temperature (up to 3400 °C) regulated melting can be performed in a wide range of 

stabilized pressure of plasma-forming medium (1,3 • 103 1,5•105 Pa), which allows to conduct 

targeted refinement and decontamination of metals, to suppress the process of their 

evaporation, to optimize the conditions of melting of special alloys, to implement nitration 

and surface handling of ingots. 

At low pressures (1,3 • 104 Pa) a special mode of melting is possible with energy release 

regulated and localized in space (102- 104 W/см3). This allows to change smoothly the 

magnitude and density of power brought to metal, to increase considerably (2,5 times) the 

melting ability of the arc, to change within broad limits the area of contact of plasma with 

metal, to reduce considerably the expenditure of rare gas during melting of little-evaporating 

metals, to improve durability of electrodes at high-charge currents, to use metals in powdery 

form as raw materials. 

Smaller mass-size parameters and price (2,5 - 3 times). 

Development stage 



An industrial prototype of the furnace has been created. Experimental meltings of different 

metals and alloys have been done. The designer documentation on its units has been prepared. 

Novelty 

A new kind of product with considerably improved technical and economic characteristics 

and broader technological possibilities. 

Ex. 1. Find the English equivalents for the following words and word-combinations given 

below: 

компактная электродуговая плавящая печь, процесс плавления, производство товарных 

партий сплавов, гарантирует начало выброса и плавного регулирования потока дуги, 

плавящая печь, вакуумно-газовая единица, значительно улучшить, сырье, 

предварительно выкачивать воздух из камеры плавления, широкий диапазон экспери-

ментальных сплавов. 

 

Ex. 2. Match the English words and word-combinations given below with their following 

Russian equivalents: 

1)  to include 1) энергопитание 

2)   precious 2) пульт, кронштейн 

3)   refractory 3) энергопитание 

4)   power supply 4) включать 

5)   console 5) драгоценный 

6)   discharge 6) обработка 

7)  refinement 7) величина 

8)   suppress 8) слиток 

9)   ingot 9) выхлоп, выброс 

10) magnitude 10) давление 

11) smoothly 11) длительность 

12) pressure 12) плавно, однородно 

13) durability 13) огнеупорный 

14) little - evaporating 14) цель 

15)target 15) расход 

16) expenditure 16) поток 

17) rare 17) мало испаряющийся 

18) current 18) редкий. 

 

Ex. 3. Agree or disagree with the statements given below: 



1. The furnace consists of a vacuum-gas unit, power supply unit for the arc, arc-control block 

and console, and a melting chamber with a cathode unit input device. 

2. A compact power supply unit with the arc control unit doesn't ensure ignition of discharge 

and smooth regulation of the arc current. The melting furnace is supplied with replaceable 

mould of different forms. 

3. High-temperature (up to 3400 °C) regulated melting can't be performed in a wide range of 

stabilized pressure of plasma-forming medium (1,3- 103 1,5 • 105Pa). 

4. At low pressures (1,3 • 104 Pa) a special mode of melting is possible with energy release 

regulated and localized in space (10 - 10 W/см ). 

Ex. 4. Answer the following questions: 

1. How many stages of Compact electric - arc melting furnace do you know. 

2. What advantages of this furnace have you recognized? 

3. Can you describe the arc melting furnace? 

4. Has an industrial prototype of the furnace been created? 

5. Can you tell me your opinion about this furnace? 

Ex. 5. Make a summary of the text. 

 
Text 7 

Vacuum induction melting 

In contrast to electric arc furnace/ladle metallurgy, there arc many different factors to be 

considered in vacuum induction melting which significantly affect the metallurgical process. 

In a VIM or VDP furnace the slag is transported to the crucible wall by the bath movement 

resulting in the solidification of the slag at the wall. For this reason, metallurgical reactions, 

such as dephosphorization and desulphurization. are limited. 

VIM metallurgy is primarily-aimed at pressure-dependent reactions, such as reactions of 

carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen. The removal of undesired volatile trace elements, 

such as antimony, tellurium, selenium and bismuth, in vacuum induction furnaces is of 

considerable practical importance. These elements must be kept at very low concentrations in 

order to avoid the risk of premature part failure - particularly in the production of special 

alloys for critical applications, such as jet engine parts. Because of the high vapour pressures 

of most of the undesirable trace elements, these can be kept at very low levels by distillation 

during melting under vacuum. This is very important, particularly for alloys with extremely 

high strengths at higher operating temperatures. 

For special applications (i. e. rotating parts) the quality of the material produced by VIM is, 

however, not sufficient to satisfy the extremely exacting demands with respect to cleanliness 



and primary structure. In this case, the VIM produced material must undergo a remelting 

and/or resolidification process. 

The VIDP concept is based on a modular design that can be extended to melting and casting 

under vacuum or protective gas atmosphere. The casting process is realized by using a 

ceramic launder which transfers the liquid metal through a pouring tunnel to the casting 

(mould) chamber. 

The VIDP furnace has the following advantages in comparison with a conventional VIM 

furnace: 

- vacuum chamber size is reduced to a minimum, the result being lower pressure, shorter 

pumping time or smaller pump system capacity; 

-  better control of the process atmosphere; 

-  faster replacement of different furnace bodies with shorter downtime for crucible exchange; 

-  high flexibility in the choice of the pouring technique; 

-  reduced risk of contamination by eliminating all flexible power cables, water hoses and 

hydraulic lines inside the vacuum chamber; 

-   lower desorption and leakage rates compared to a conventional VIM furnace. 

Ex.1. Find English equivalents to the following Russian words and word combinations: 

1)   the crucible wall a) сурьма 

2)   the bath movement b) керамический желоб 

3)   the solidification c) висмут 

4)   volatile trace elements d) перегонка, ректификация 

5)   antimony e) перемещение раствора 

6)   tellurium f) скорость протекания 

7)   selenium g) тигельная стена 

8)   bismuth h) скорость десорбции 

9)   premature part failure i) разливочная изложница 

10) distillation j) быстро испаряющиеся следы элементов 

11) cleanliness k) литейная камера 

12) a ceramic launder 1) теллур 

13) a pouring tunnel m) затвердевание, застывание 

14) casting chamber n) селен 

15) desorption rate o) чистота 

16) leakage rate p) преждевременное частичное оседание. 

Ex. 2. Group the followmg words into sentences and translate them: 



1.  be, these, kept, elements, must, low, at, concentrations, to, very, order, in, to, risk, avoid, 

of, The, failure, premature, part. 

2.  is, pressure-depend, metallurgy, reactions, VIM, primarily-aimed, at. 

3.  produced, the VIM, must, a, and, material, undergo, process, remelting, resolidification. 

4.  concept, a, design, the, is, VIDP, on, modular, based. 

Ex. 3. Are these statements true or false? 

1.  In a VIM furnace the slag is not transported to the crucible wall by the bath movement. 

2.  The VIM produced material must not undergo a remelting resolidification process. 

3.  The casting process is not realized by using a ceramic launder. 

4.  The VIDP furnace has no better control of the process atmosphere. 

5. The VIDP has higher desorption and leakage rates compared to a conventional VIM 

furnace. 

Ex. 4. Answer the questions: 

1. How is the slag transported in a VIM? 

2. What is a primary aim of VIM metallurgy? 

3. What is it very important for special applications? 

4. What is the VIDP concept based on? 

5. What advantages does the VIDP furnace have in comparison with a conventional VIM 

furnace?                                                                   
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